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Abstract 
Laser surface glazing (LSG) is widely used to improve surface hardness and wear 
resistance in casting tool, railroad, automotive and bioimplant industries. This PhD 
project focused on developing a simple and reliable model of LSG for metallic materials 
by FEM. Both 2D and 3D transient thermal model of LSG with cylindrical geometry were 
successfully developed in ANSYS mechanical APDL software. Temperature 
distributions, heating, cooling rates and depth of modified zone of LSG treated parts were 
predicted from the thermal model. The temperature distribution resulting from thermal 
model were used to develop a 2D coupled thermomechanical model to predict residual 
stress for H13 tool steel using two plasticity theories, isotropic and kinematic. The thermal 
model was conducted for H13 tool steel and Ti6Al4V alloy. The laser power range 200-
300 W and 100-200 W were used respectively with constant 0.2 mm beam width and 0.15 
ms residence time. Results showed that surface peak temperature increased proportionally 
with laser power. Heating and cooling rates were extremely high in the range of 106-107 
Ks-1 for both alloys and increased with laser power. The depth of modified zone was in 
micron range and increased with laser power. The parametric study of thermal model 
determined threshold power level 210 W and 130 W to initiate melting of H13 tool steel 
and Ti6Al4V alloy respectively. Thermomechanical model showed that tensile residual 
stress induced in the modified surface of H13 tool steel. Isotropic plasticity model 
developed higher von Mises residual stress than the kinematic model. Furthermore, the 
developed thermal model of LSG was applied to simulate quenching and tempering heat 
treatment of structural steel. The temperature distribution, cooling rates and outer case 
depth caused by quenching were predicted from the model. The calculated case depth 
from the model showed good agreement with the measured case depth found in the 
experimental work.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The need for variational properties with homogeneous microstructure in metals and alloys 
used for tooling, automotive, biomedical industries is a formidable challenge currently 
faced by the materials science researchers [1,2]. For example, metal casting mould needs 
to have high wear resistance along with high toughness and strength, to sustain against 
severe abrasion during casting [3]. Enhanced strength and wear resistance with better 
lubricity are necessary and demanding properties in rail road track [4]. Of bioimplant 
materials, high surface hardness is essential along with better corrosion resistance and 
biocompatibility [5]. Bringing several properties in a bulk material can be impractical or 
complex to process. It is well known that in general, if hardness increases then the 
ductility decreases. In this respect, laser surface treatments such as laser surface glazing 
(LSG), selective laser melting (SLM) and laser cladding (LC) by altering different surface 
properties than the bulk materials. Thus, these advanced laser technologies have 
eliminated the concern of populating several properties in a single part. This project has 
focused on the LSG process in surface hardening of metallic materials. LSG is a 
promising surface modification technique, which was first developed by two researchers 
Edward M. Breinan and Bernard H. Kear from the United technologies corporation in 
USA [6]. The glazing name appears to have come from the glassy phase which can be 
produced from the process, was reported in the New Scientist [7]. In LSG, high power 
density of the order of 108-1011 Wm-2 [1] and faster interaction time within the range of 
10-4-10-6 s, [8] produce ultra-fast cooling rates, depending on thermal gradient and 
material properties (105-108 Ks-1) [2,8], after melting the surface of materials. This 
results into very hard, thin and smooth modified surface with amorphous or semi-
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crystalline microstructures [3]. Figure 1.1a is showing an experimental arrangement of 
LSG process with a cylindrical sample. When laser scans over the surface of the sample 
it modifies the surface microstructure as well as properties. The micrograph of the LSG 
treated sample has been presented in Figure 1.1b.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 1. 1 (a) Experimental arrangement of LSG, (b) laser modified surface [3] 
The major advantages and disadvantages have been listed as follows. 
Advantages 
• Enhanced properties such as hardness, wear resistance, fatigue resistance, 
corrosion resistance 
• No additional material is needed to modify the surface 
• High heating and cooling rates (104-108 Ks-1) are achieved through LSG 
• It is a fast and efficient process 
• LSG has localization capability 
• No distortion of the parts occurs 
Disadvantages 
• Surface properties achieved are sensitive to process parameters 
• Post stress-relieving is required after LSG 
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There are several applications of LSG are illustrated in Figure 1.2. The major applications 
of LSG are in casting tool, rail-road and bioimplant industries including automotive and 
aerospace applications. 
 
(a) Hot work tool steel 
pressure die casting tool 
[9–11] 
 
(b) 1080 steel glazed 
railroad track [4] 
 
(c) Ti-6Al-4V in bio 
Implants [5] 
 
(d) 7000 aluminium alloy 
in aerospace components - 
wing and fuselage shell 
[12] 
 
(e) Axle, cam, brakes 
[13,14] 
 
 
Figure 1. 2 Application of LSG process 
LSG is relatively an inexpensive process with greater reproducibility and controllability 
in rapid solidification [1]. Kear et al. reported that high melting efficiency can be attained 
in LSG, which means most of the thermal energy is absorbed by the surface causing 
melting, very little thermal energy left in heating up the bulk solid part. This is the reason 
behind the extremely fast solidification [8] clearly from the localised heating with a 
defocused laser beam (0.09-0.4 mm) [3,15]. LSG can handle various materials including 
metals, alloys and ceramics. It can produce variety of novel and extremely homogeneous 
microstructures such as amorphous, supersaturated solid solution phases, metastable 
phases, ultrafine eutectics and refined dendritic structures [1,8]. These tailor-made 
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structures of the surface are responsible to improve hardness and wear resistance. Such 
surface also increases fatigue strength of the metal. One of the major advantages of LSG 
is that it creates a thin surface layer of several micrometres retaining the bulk material 
unaltered and relatively soft which gives a combination of properties to the metallic parts. 
However, application with the amorphous structure of LSG treated part is limited to the 
lower temperature just below the instantaneous glass transition temperature of the 
material. Other ultra-microcrystalline and controlled phase decompositions structures can 
be used in elevated temperature [1]. The critical point with LSG is to control the thickness 
of the glazed layer which is directly related to the melt zone produced by LSG. The melt 
depth depends on the power density and interaction time. With increasing melt depth, 
cooling rate decreases and to obtain the chilling effect, the cooling rates need to be above 
104 Ks-1, generally for metals [2,8]. Achieving the required cooling with thickness of the 
glazed layer is one of the biggest challenges in LSG, which need to be investigated by 
parametric optimisation of the process. Additionally, due to the rapid solidification, the 
development of residual stress is generally common in LSG, although, it is reported that 
no crack formation tendency was revealed by the LSG treated parts [8]. Nevertheless, the 
correct distribution and nature of residual stress induced in LSG is essential to know to 
predict its effect in service and to seek necessary measures in minimising it. Experimental 
studies of process optimisation take a lot of time and incur cost. Modelling and simulation 
offer an alternative way of making substantial trials to parameter optimisation and deeper 
understanding in details of multiphysics underpinned in LSG. Figure 1.3 has well-
explained the need for modelling of LSG process because of large number of process 
parameters involved in the process. 
Chapter 1  Introduction 
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Figure 1. 3 Necessity for optimisation of laser parameters through modelling 
Over the last three decades, there are numerous modelling works conducted for various 
laser materials processing including laser welding [16–18], laser cladding [19,20] and 
transformation hardening [21,22]. However, a few modelling works of LSG have been 
reported. A detail literature survey on the modelling works in LSG will be presented in 
chapter two in this thesis. In modelling, finite element method (FEM) is now widely used 
for various engineering problems using practical geometry of any shape and sizes. The 
thermal effects and interdisciplinary features of LSG process can be coupled well with 
FEM and investigated in detail to optimise process parameters and to predict its 
subsequent effects on the properties of the modified surface of metals and alloys. 
The aforementioned account portrays that LSG is a very powerful and potential process 
for the surface treatments of various metals and alloys. However, the extremely fast nature 
of the process needs control and further detailed study for scaling-up the process and 
commercialisation. The modelling can play significant role towards this aim. Therefore, 
the project aim is to develop a reliable model of LSG using FEM which can predict the 
laser modified surface properties including hardness and be a useful tool for parameter 
optimisation for treated metals prior to the implement. The model will be helpful to 
understand the physical phenomena and their coupling effect involved in the LSG 
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process. As LSG is a surface heat treatment process, so the initiative will be taken to 
develop an accurate thermal model of heat transfer with laser energy coupling on 
materials surface which can predict the temperature distribution and the subsequent 
thermal effects on surface and subsurface regime. Therefore, the objectives of this PhD 
project have been set out as follows in line with the allocated time frame. 
1. To develop 2D and 3D FEM thermal model for LSG to predict temperature 
distribution, depth of modified zone, heating and cooling rates.  
• To carry out parametric studies of the developed 3D thermal model for 
different materials and process conditions. 
2. To develop a 2D FEM thermomechanical model for LSG coupling with the 
thermal model to predict the residual stress. 
3. To verify the LSG thermal model, the methodology has been used to simulate 
similar heat treatment process, quenching and tempering of thermomechanically 
treated (TMT) steel bar to predict hardened outer case depth and compare it with 
the experimental results. 
It should be noted that the first objective, developing a FEM thermal model of LSG to 
predict temperature distribution and heating cooling rates, is prerequisite to fulfil the 
subsequent steps. Because of LSG is a heat treatment process and temperature distribution 
plays vital role to alter microstructure and in deciding the surface properties of the heat-
treated surface. That is why, a reasonable and reliable thermal model is important to the 
development of LSG.  
1.1 Thesis structure 
The thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter one presents the background of the problem 
and proposed aims and objectives with a brief outline of the whole thesis. Then, Chapter 
two deals with the literature survey on existing thermal, thermomechanical and other 
Chapter 1  Introduction 
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models of LSG and similar laser melting processes. The important aspects in developing 
LSG modelling from the literature review have also been described relating to the 
objectives of the thesis. The third chapter and subsequent chapters will present the 
author’s own works and contributions. In Chapter three, development of thermal 
modelling for LSG will be presented with the methodology, results and discussion 
progressively. Next, Chapter four will describe the establishment of thermomechanical 
coupled model using FEM. The residual stress distribution in surface or subsurface area 
treated with LSG process will be predicted in this chapter. In Chapter five, a parametric 
study of thermal FEM model of LSG will be presented. The parametric study is conducted 
based on ranges of laser power, types of material and heat source model applied in LSG 
modelling. Following this, the algorithm developed in LSG thermal model will be utilised 
in a different heat treatment process called quenching and tempering of TMT in Chapter 
six. The purpose of this chapter is to verify the present developed FEM methodology of 
LSG thermal model.  This chapter will introduce the reader with the TMT process and its 
use and how the present FEM thermal model can be used to predict depth of hardened 
area of TMT treated bar after quenching and tempering. Finally, in Chapter seven, the 
principal findings of the research will be highlighted and concluded. Some specific and 
important future recommendations to broaden the horizon of the study will also be 
presented in this chapter. 
 
 
------X------ 
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Chapter 2 
Literature review 
The literature review chapter has been discussed the progress in numerical thermal, 
thermomechanical modelling of laser melting processes including laser surface glazing 
(LSG), laser welding (LW), laser cladding (LC) and selective laser melting (SLM). 
Hardness modelling of laser modification techniques has briefly been discussed. After 
that, the salient controlling factors in the development of numerical models for the laser 
melting processes have also been outlined from the literature survey. 
2.1 Thermal modelling of Laser Surface Glazing and similar processes 
Over the last decade, there are numerous thermal modelling works of laser surface 
modification processes being carried out. The major purpose of the thermal modelling is 
to study the underpinned physical phenomena, predict temperature distribution [23], 
thermal effects [24,25] on surface of the treated part and subsequently to optimise the 
processes [26]. Through thermal modelling extensive numbers of trials can be performed 
in reduced cost and time unlike the experimental procedures. The physics of laser surface 
modification techniques, for their very fast nature deviates from the equilibria. Therefore, 
the heat transfer phenomena of such processes are complex to describe with the simple 
analytical modelling. Furthermore, along with a wide range of process parameters, laser 
absorption and material properties, all play key role in regulating heat transfer phenomena 
in the laser surface modification techniques. In this respect, the numerical thermal 
modelling technique has overcome the problem for the research and development of laser 
surface modification processes. This section of the thesis will review some recent 
numerical thermal modelling works of LSG, LW, LC and SLM to explore the parameters, 
materials and method used for those models and the outcome of those modelling works.   
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2.1.1 Laser Surface Glazing 
Since LSG is introduced, very few modelling-works of LSG for metallic materials were 
carried out. Single numerical model of LSG for metallic and ceramic thermal barrier 
coating was developed by Mahank in 2004 [27]. The 2D thermal model of LSG was 
carried out using FDM method and predicted temperature distribution and dimension of 
laser glazed tracks. Temperature-dependant materials properties and variable absorptivity 
of metallic and ceramic materials were employed in this model. Later in 2011 [3], a 
thermal model of LSG of H13 tool steel to predict temperature distribution and dimension 
of melt pool was proposed using an explicit solution. The model used constant properties 
of steel and predicted nominal temperature distribution of the treated surface [28]. Figure 
2.1a shows the isothermal temperature profiles on XY plane at five different thickness 
along Z direction from this model. The nominal temperature distribution was used in 
plotting the heating and cooling cycle at different depths from the surface, shown in 
Figure 2.1b. Besides there are few analytical models considering the modes of heat 
transfers conducted to predict melt pool geometry in laser glazing of ceramic materials 
[29–31]. All these models have a single primary goal which is predicting the temperature 
distribution; because, the temperature is the decisive factor to the outcome of all laser 
melting processes. The temperature profile and temperature history obtained from the 
simulation are utilised to further investigate the dimension of laser modified zone, 
possible phase transformation, hardness properties, thermal stress, distortion, cracks and 
so on. Therefore, it is very important to develop a reliable model that can predict 
temperature distribution and other outcomes.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2. 1 (a) Temperature distribution along X, Y and Z axis on the surface (b) 
Thermal cycles at different depths from surface [28] 
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2.1.2 Laser Welding 
Laser welding is a non-contact welding process to join metal pieces by scanning high 
power laser beam over the weld zone. The substantial number of modelling works in laser 
welding [32–34] manifests intense research and development program in this field. 
Temperature history, dimension of fusion zone, heat-affected zone (HAZ) [23,35,36], 
weld shape geometry [26,37], optimisation of laser welding process [34] have been 
predicted through FEM thermal modelling. Different software such as ABAQUS [34], 
SYSWELD [33] and ANSYS [17] have been utilized for developing the model and 
calculating output parameters. In LW process, high range of laser power 2.5 to 8 kW has 
been observed to process steels, whereas the non-ferrous alloy, for example, Ti6Al4V, 
Zircaloy 4 (Zr-1.4Sn-0.1Cr-0.2Fe), were operated with lower laser power. An exception 
in non-ferrous alloy is aluminium alloy, which was welded at 3 kW laser power. Laser 
scanning speed also observed to vary from 4 to 40 mms-1 and laser spot size ranges from 
0.2 to 1 mm depending on materials and processes. Different laser types were used for 
high power requirement of LW processes, among them CO2 laser, Yb-YAG (ytterbium- 
yttrium aluminium garnet), fiber, and Nd-YAG lasers exert high power in descending 
manner.  Moreover, some hybrid LW combining with arc current [38], MIG [35] or 
GTAW [17] processes were also modelled for various metals and geometries. The 
comparison between pure LW and hybrid welding was carried out through modelling 
[32].  Table 2.1 shows the laser parameters used in laser welding processes for different 
metals and alloys.  From the thermal modelling of LW the temperature distribution, depth 
of weld pool and HAZ, cooling rates have been investigated. The effect of laser power, 
scanning speed on temperature distribution, size of fusion zone and cooling rates also 
have been analysed.   
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Table 2. 1 Thermal models of LW process for various materials and laser parameters including key findings 
Materials/ 
Laser type 
Laser parameters Method/Software Findings Year Ref. 
Power, 
kW 
Beam 
width, 
mm 
Scanning 
speed/RT1, 
mms-1, s 
6065 Al alloy, 
Nd:YAG, CW 
3 0.45 10-3 FEM, ABAQUS Fluctuations of the absorbed laser beam power generate cooling 
speed deviations leading to the distortion  
2013 [34] 
Zircaloy 4, 
Nd:YAG, 
Pulse 
0.3-0.9 1 4 FEM, SYSWELD With increasing power, the size of the weld pool increases, 9% 
accuracy is reported of the numerical model 
2012 [33] 
Ti6Al4V 0.5-1.5 - 5.2 FEM, ANSYS 
14.5 
The peak temperature increases with laser power nonlinearly, 
bead geometry also changes with laser beam power 
2014 [36] 
Ti6Al4V, CO2, 
CW 
1.7 - 13.34,40 FEM, SYSWELD With increasing laser speed, the size of weld bead decreases 2015 [26] 
Ti6Al4V, 
Nd:YAG, 
Pulse 
0.24 0.7 3-9 FVM, SIMPLE 
algorithm 
With decreasing laser welding speed, the peak temperature 
increases and the penetration depth increases. The numerical 
error was found maximum17%  
2014 [23] 
Alloy steel, 
CO2, CW 
8 0.5 25 FEM, SYSWELD At 8 kW and 25 mms-1, fusion zone and HAZ cools down at 
100 Ks-1 average cooling rate 
2014 [39] 
1. RT=Residence time 2. CW=Continuous Wave
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2.1.3 Laser Cladding 
Laser cladding is a surface modification technique where external material in powder or 
wire form is deposited on a substrate utilising scanning laser beam, the additional material 
is called clad [19]. The mixture of clad and substrate at the interface is called dilution 
zone. Temperature distribution in clad and substrate, dimension of clad, cooling rates 
were predicted from different FEM thermal model of LC [24,25,40,41]. The depth of 
dilution can also be predicted and controlled by optimising parameters through modelling 
[20]. In thermal modelling of LC, the range of processing power was observed to vary 
from 0.6 to 4 kW depending upon materials and geometries. Unlike LW, beam width or 
spot size differs from 1 mm [24] up to 12 mm of both spherical [20] and rectangular shape 
[25, 40] of laser beam. Table 2.2 summarizes technical information and the key findings 
from recent thermal modelling works of LC. The materials used for clad and substrate, 
laser type, laser parameters, numerical methods and software used have been enlisted. 
The effects of laser power, scanning speed in peak temperature in the clad, cooling rates, 
width of melt pool were analysed in those models. Relationship between melt pool width 
and dilution zone was also analysed through modelling. Comparing Table 2.1 and Table 
2.2 it is understood higher level of laser power and faster scanning speed were applied in 
LW than LC. However, these values of parameters mainly depend on type of material 
been treated.  Both spherical and rectangular laser beam were used in LC processes. 
Larger beam diameter was used in LC whereas comparatively small diameter was applied 
in LW process. The size of beam diameter determines the total heat flux applied and 
scanning speed is adjusted accordingly. 
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Table 2. 2  Thermal models of LC process with different materials and process parameters including key findings 
Clad/Sub-
strate 
Laser type Laser parameters Method, 
Software 
Findings Year Ref. 
Power, 
kW 
Beam 
width, 
mm 
Scanning 
Speed, 
mms-1 
H13 TS/mild 
steel 
HPDDL (975 
nm) 
3.8 12×3 3-7 FEM, 
ANSYS 
Peak temperature reaches 1850 °C at 5 mms-1 speed, 
370 °C higher than the melting point of H13. With 
increasing scanning speed, the cooling rate increases, 
and size of melt pool decreases 
2014 [25] 
Stellite (Co-
Cr 
alloy)/mild 
steel 
Nd:YAG, 
CW 
0.6-4 3-4.5 5-20 FEM, 
COMSOL 
Melt pool width is smaller than the critical value which 
is about 90% of the laser beam width, the dilution level 
is small 
2011 [20] 
Ti6Al4V/ 
Ti6Al4V 
Nd:YAG 0.4-0.6 0.8-1.8 8.33-11.66 FEM, 
ANSYS 
With increasing laser power, the depth of melt pool 
increases, error in predicted results is claimed 
maximum 3.16% than the experimental 
2013 [19] 
H13 
TS/AISI 
4140 steel 
HPDDL (808 
nm) 
1.4-1.8 12×1 6-9 FEM, 
ANSYS 
11 
The average peak temperature and cooling rate are 
predicted 1729 °C and 1300 °Cs-1 respectively in clad 
of H13, for power 1.6 kW and 7 mms-1 speed 
2011 [40] 
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2.1.4 Selective Laser Melting 
Selective laser melting is a process of rapid prototyping which creates mechanical parts 
layer-by-layer scanning laser beam over the powder beds of materials [42]. A significant 
number of numerical thermal modelling of SLM are also published in this field. Table 2.3 
has presented the information summary of some numerical thermal models of SLM 
processes. The table has included types of materials and laser, process parameters, and 
key findings from those models. SLM processes use distinctly smaller beam width 
ranging from 0.01 to 0.3 mm. Comparing with other laser melting processes, lower laser 
power from 110 W to 320 W and higher scanning speed varying 200 to 1939 mms-1 were 
reported to operate SLM for Ti6Al4V, aluminium (Al) and copper-ceramic composite 
[43–45]. Thermal modelling of SLM can predict the temperature distribution, dimension 
of melt pool and optimise process parameters [43]. The relative density and pore size can 
also be calculated through thermal modelling of SLM which need coupling fluid flow 
dynamics with heat transfer mechanism [46]. 
From reviewing those modelling works of laser melting processes the possible outcome 
and state-of-the-art of numerical laser modelling have been realised.  The effects of some 
parameters including types of material and laser heat source to develop a successful 
numerical thermal models of laser melting processes have also been understood which 
will be described in subsequent sections. As it is obvious that very high peak power and 
cooling rates are achieved in those processes which eventually lead to induce thermal 
residual stress in the treated parts. The temperature distribution data from the thermal 
model can be further used to predict the residual stress through thermomechanical models 
of laser melting processes. 
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Table 2. 3 Thermal models of SLM or LSM for various materials and process parameters including key findings 
Material Laser 
type 
Laser parameters Method/Software Findings Year Ref. 
Power, 
kW 
Beam 
width, 
mm 
Scanning 
Speed, 
mms-1 
Ti6Al4V 
powder 
Yb fiber, 
CW  
0.11 0.034 200 FEM, ANSYS 10 0.11 kW laser power and 200 mms-1 is selected by 
simulation of SLM process which gives maximum 
depth, 45 µm of molten powder layer in 50 µm powder 
bed thickness 
2012 [43] 
Cu, 
Tungsten 
Carbide 
(WC) 
composite 
powder 
CO2, 
CW 
0.6-0.9 0.3 - FVM, Fluent 
6.3.26 
At 17.5 kJm-1 linear energy density (LED) 96% 
density has achieved. The melt pool sizes are in 
hundreds of micrometres and increase with LED 
2014 [46] 
Al-1.5 Fe Yb fiber, 
CW 
0.6 0.3 40-
80 
FEM, ANSYS The depth and width of melt pool increases with 
decreasing scanning speed linearly. Molten pool loses 
its regular form at lower than 30 mms-1 
2011 [47] 
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2.2 Residual stress of laser melting processes 
The localised melting of the surface and remaining cold bulk material result in steep 
thermal gradient and rapid cooling rates (105-108 Ks-1) [2,47] in the laser melting 
processes. This large temperature gradient causes non-uniform thermal expansion and 
contraction between surface and the bulk, which creates irregular distribution of thermal 
load inside the treated parts. Moreover, the rapid cooling rates encourage diffusion-less 
phase transformations which incurs micro strain in the treated zone due to the difference 
in volume of the phases. These phenomena eventually lead to the formation of residual 
stresses in the laser treated region, interface and the bulk. Dai et al. [46] reported that 
3.9×105 Km-1 temperature gradient was observed during a SLM process of Cu-WC 
composite, which was indicative to the presence of significantly high stress field leading 
to crack formation depending on the type of residual stress. Residual stress in the laser 
treated surface can be tensile or compressive in nature. It is diverged in type and 
magnitude for different laser melting processes, materials and parameters. For instance, 
compressive residual stress was found in a laser cladding process operated by fiber 
coupled diode laser both in continuous wave and pulse modes. In this process, powder 
H13 tool steel was cladded on a tempered H13 tool steel substrate. It was reported that, 
the magnitude of compressive residual stress in the clad was higher in the process 
operated in pulse laser mode than in continuous wave mode, at equal 133 Jmm-1 laser 
energy density. In addition, the increment of compressive residual stress for pulse mode 
differs for pulse frequency and pulse duration [48]. On the other hand, in laser surface 
melting of H13 tool steel, tensile residual stress was observed and measured which can 
reduce the fatigue strength and toughness resulting into crack formation of the treated 
part at 100 Jmm-2 energy density after melting occurred. Figure 2.2 has presented the 
variation in type and magnitude of the average surface stress measured along the scanning 
direction. It is reported that at lower laser energy the surface stress was compressive due 
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to the phase change effect. However, at higher energy the tensile stress has been 
developed due to the solid to liquid phase change [49]. Well, there is exception of the 
magnitude of stress on the surface at lower energy, because it also depends on other 
factors including type of materials and nature of constraints. Through thermomechanical 
modelling of those processes, it is easier to predict the nature and magnitude of the 
residual stresses. Moreover, the mechanism of residual stress development or tendency 
of crack formation can also be studied through this modelling. Optimisation of process 
parameters in minimising induced residual stress during laser melting processes can also 
be carried out efficiently and effectively.  
 
Figure 2. 2 Variation in residual stresses with laser energy density, when surface 
experience melting the compressive residual stress transforms to tensile [49] 
2.2.1 Thermomechanical modelling of laser melting processes 
For last few years, several works on developing thermomechanical models [17,50–52] of 
laser melting processes were carried out to predict the residual stresses for different metals 
and alloys. This section will review some of the recent numerical thermomechanical 
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models of LW, laser Additive Layer Manufacturing (ALM), Laser Engineered Net-
Shaping (LENS), and LC processes. For example, 3D FEM thermomechanical model of 
hybrid laser-GTAW (Gas Tungsten arc welding) welding process of AISI 1018 steel 
plates was carried out using ANSYS. The model predicted tensile normal stress in the 
fusion zone and compressive in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) [17]. LC of stellite 
(57%Cobalt28-38%Chromium alloy) powder on the stainless steel substrate was 
conducted with CW CO2 laser. The thermomechanical modelling of this process predicted 
compressive residual stress in the surface of the clad and tensile stress in just below the 
surface spreading up to interface [53]. Another modelling work of LC also reported 
similar pattern of residual stress found in clad, interface and substrate [54]. In other 
models, the effects of laser parameter such as scanning speed and laser power on residual 
stress were also analysed. For instance, LSM process of 42Cr4Mo steel operated by wide 
band laser with rectangular heat source, the effect of laser scanning speed on stress fields 
was evaluated [55]. The model predicted that at low scanning speed compressive residual 
stress was observed on the surface. However, at higher scanning speed the stress 
component on the surface turned to tensile in nature.  Then, laser melting in ALM of 
Ti6Al4V alloy powder was modelled using ANSYS FEM solver. This model predicted 
compressive residual stress on surface layer and correlated with scanning speed. It was 
reported that decrease in scanning speed increased the longitudinal stress of the Ti6Al4V 
surface layer [51]. The stress component along the direction of laser scanning is known 
as the longitudinal stress. 3D thermomechanical models of LENS processes for two 
different materials were also reviewed. The LENS process also lies in the additive 
manufacturing process family. In this process, computer aided designed parts are built up 
in layer-by-layer scanning over the powder metals, similar to the selective laser melting 
or rapid prototyping. Those models revealed compressive stress in the middle of the 
surface layer, while tensile stress at the free-ends [56,57]. Important technical information 
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including treated materials, laser parameters and software used to develop those FEM 
thermomechanical models of laser melting processes have been enlisted in Table 2.4.  
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Table 2. 4 Materials, software and parameters used in FEM thermomechanical models of some laser melting processes 
Process name Materials Laser type Laser parameters Software Ref. 
Power, kW Beam 
width, mm 
Scanning Speed, 
mms-1 
LW AISI 1018 steel Fiber 2.5-3  0.6 25 ANSYS [17] 
ALM Ti6Al4V powder Nd:YAG 0.12 0.01 220 ANSYS [51] 
LENS AISI 410 steel Nd:YAG 0.254-
0.344avg. 
0.5-0.1 2.4-8.5 SYSWELD [56] 
LENS H13 tool steel, base-
Cu/H13 
Nd:YAG - - 2-8  SYSWELD [57] 
LC C/S1-Stellite/SS2 CW3 Nd:YAG 1.5  2 5 ANSYS [53] 
LC C/S1-Crucible 
steel/H13 
CW CO2 2-3.8 3 200 ABAQUS [54] 
LSM 42Cr4Mo steel CW CO2 3.5 10×14 2.4-8.5 SYSWELD [55] 
LSM Al-10WC composite Pulsed CO2 1.5peak 0.3 100  ABAQUS [52] 
1. C/S=Clad/Substrate, 2. SS=stainless steel, 3. CW=Continuous wave, 4. Rectangular laser beam
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All those models were developed in generally ANSYS, ABAQUS and SYSWELD 
commercial finite element solver using coupling techniques between thermal and 
structural/mechanical analyses. There are usually two kind of coupling techniques shown 
in Figure 2.2, followed in FEM thermomechanical modelling of the laser processes. 
Where the results of thermal analysis as thermal loads due to temperature gradient are 
input in a structural analysis to calculate stresses induced by those thermal loads with the 
co-efficient of thermal expansion or contraction of materials, is known as load transfer or 
sequential coupling. Most of the works in Table 2.5 used load transfer or sequential 
coupling method to calculate residual stress. However, a direct coupling technique based 
thermomechanical model of laser cladding was also observed [54]. In direct coupling, 
both thermal and structural analyses are simultaneously conducted by applying both 
thermal and mechanical boundary conditions together.  
 
Figure 2. 3 Thermomechanical coupling used in laser melting processes 
In those models, residual stress due to temperature gradient was calculated from total 
strain using classical thermo-elastic-plastic principle. The total strain, 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡, consists of 
mainly three parts as in, 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡ℎ + 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 , where 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡ℎ is thermal strain, 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 is 
elastic strain and  𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 is plastic strain. The thermal strain is calculated from temperature 
dependent coefficient of thermal expansion or contraction, elastic strain follows linear 
Hooke’s law for metals and alloys, plastic strain is calculated from Yield strength, 
hardening or plasticity models and flow rule of the materials. Two plasticity models, 
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isotropic and kinematic, have been observed to calculate plastic strain based on classical 
plasticity theory, details of plasticity models will be described in chapter four. It is 
observed from Table 2.5 that, most laser melting processes followed isotropic plasticity 
model. It is worth noting that from the literature review, no numerical thermomechanical 
model related to laser surface glazing of metallic materials was found in the literature. 
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Table 2. 5 The plasticity models and coupling techniques used in the thermomechanical model of laser melting processes 
Process 
name 
Materials Plasticity 
models  
Coupling 
technique 
Type of stress 
 
Ref. 
LW AISI 1018 steel Isotropic Sequential Tensile stress in the weld and compression in HAZ [17] 
ALM Ti6Al4V powder Isotropic Sequential Compressive in the surface, tensile at below the surface and at interface [51] 
LENS AISI 410 steel Isotropic Sequential Compressive in the centre of the surface and tensile at the free edges [56] 
LENS H13 tool steel, 
base-Cu/H13 
Isotropic Sequential Compressive in the centre of the surface and tensile at the free edges, stress 
differs with base material type 
[57] 
LC C/S1-Stellite/SS2 Isotropic Sequential Compressive-tensile-compressive at surface-interface-substrate [53] 
LC C/S1-Crucible 
steel/H13 
Kinematic Direct 
Coupled 
Compressive-tensile- compressive at surface-interface-substrate [54] 
LSM 42Cr4Mo steel Kinematic Sequential Compressive at the surface, becomes tensile at higher scanning speed [55] 
LSM Al-10WC 
composite 
Isotropic Sequential Lower von Misses stress in the centre of circular surface and higher near the 
circumference due to spiral scanning strategy which caused self-annealing at 
centre 
[52] 
1. C/S=Clad/Substrate, 2. SS=stainless steel 
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2.3 Miscellaneous coupled model of laser melting processes  
There are some other coupled models to predict surface hardness of laser surface melting 
process were also found in the literature. One method of modelling surface hardness was 
that coupling thermal model with empirical equations of phase transformation [21]. The 
heating and cooling curves were extracted from FEM thermal model of the process. Then, 
percentage of phase fraction were calculated using those curves utilising time-
temperature-transformation (T-T-T) diagram of the treated materials following some 
empirical equations of phase transformation. Figure 2.4 is showing a schematic T-T-T 
diagram and the discretization into isothermal transformation time and temperature 
gradient, taken from literature. In T-T-T diagram, phase transformation curve profile is 
drawn from the measurement of volume fraction of phase with respect to time and 
temperature. In the figure, Ti is the temperature of i-th step corresponding to ti time, ΔT 
is the change in temperature between i-th and subsequent i+1-th time steps, yi is the 
percentage volume fraction of y-phase at i-th step. 
 
Figure 2. 4 A typical discretization technique of the T-T-T diagram for phase 
transformation modelling [21] 
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For the diffusion-controlled transformations, for example, ferrite, pearlite, austenite 
transformation, Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (KJMA) equation was used, shown 
in Equation 2.1. 
 𝑉𝑉𝑦𝑦,i =  𝑉𝑉𝑦𝑦max �1 − e−bktink�   (2.1) 
In Equation 2.1, 𝑉𝑉𝑦𝑦,i is the volume fraction of y-phase at each i-th step is related to 
isothermal transformation time ti. 𝑉𝑉𝑦𝑦max  is the maximum volume fraction of the phases 
that can be formed under the considered cooling rate. This equation is used for both 
heating and cooling stage phase transformation. On the other hand, Koistinen-Marburger 
equation was used for the displacive transformation such as martensite phase 
transformation [41,58]. The Equation 2.2 is used to calculate phase fraction from austenite 
to martensite phases.  
 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 = 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 �1 − 𝑒𝑒−𝛾𝛾(𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠−𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)�,  (2.2) 
where, 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 is the volume fraction of martensite, 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 volume fraction of austenite at 
martensitic start transformation temperature Ms , Tend is end temperature. The coefficient 
γ depends on the composition of steel or other alloys. Then total hardness is calculated 
using rule of mixture for the corresponding phase fractions present in laser treated zone. 
For calculating hardness of tempered martensite another method called thermo-kinetic 
(TK) model was followed in isothermal conditions which is proposed by Reti et al. [59] 
followed in modelling of some other laser processes [40,58].  
2.4 Controlling factors in modelling of laser melting processes 
From the above literature review, it is observed that modelling of laser melting processes 
simplifies the physical phenomena through assumptions to find out the important factors 
which influence the process outcome. The most important factors which regulate the 
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thermomechanical models of laser melting processes are materials properties, heat source 
distribution, laser coupling efficiency and plasticity models. To increase the modelling 
accuracy, it is essential to optimise those factors relative to the processes.  
2.4.1 Material properties 
The accuracy in predicted results of laser melting modelling is strongly dependent on the 
material properties employed into modelling. Material properties define the response 
under the application of laser heat flux in the laser melting process modelling. Specific 
heat, thermal conductivity, thermal expansion coefficient, Young’s modulus, yield 
strength and Poisson’s ratio are the general material properties involved in 
thermomechanical model of laser melting processes. As laser melting processes are heat 
treatment processes, therefore the dependency of the material properties on temperature 
is essential to account in modelling; especially specific heat capacity, thermal expansion 
coefficient, and thermal conductivity are temperature sensitive. It was reported that, the 
numerical discrepancies of theoretical and experimental findings of same process is due 
to the complex temperature-properties relation with equivalent process condition [60]. 
Some numerical and modelling works of laser processes  used constant material 
properties [28,61,62], which showed very distinctive prediction with the model utilising 
temperature dependant material properties. It is noted that thermo-physical properties 
need tuning in many modelling works to conforming data with the experimental works. 
For example, in selective laser melting of Ti6Al4V powder operated with Yb fiber laser 
used temperature dependent specific heat (Jkg-1°C-1). Gaussian heat source was 
employed, and 0.25 value was set for absorptivity. The depth of melt pool was obtained 
40 μm at 200 mms-1 scanning speed and 110 W laser power [43]. In another Yb fiber laser 
treated SLM of Ti6Al4V powder with equal scanning speed, achieved 40 μm melt depth 
at 80 W laser power presumably due to input specific enthalpy (Jkg-1) instead of specific 
heat [63]. This kind of adjustment of specific heat is also observed in laser cladding of 
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Ti6Al4V alloy to achieve correct melt pool dimension conforming with the experimental 
data [19]. 
Therefore, employing correct set of the temperature dependent material properties is 
prerequisite to ensuring accuracy in modelling of laser melting processes.  
2.4.2 Heat source model 
In laser melting processes, the intensity of laser beam is transformed into thermal energy 
while irradiating the surface of the treated material. This thermal energy enters into the 
specimen as heat flux density or power density of absorbed laser beam.  The power 
density is defined as the amount of thermal energy flow per unit surface area at unit time.  
The amount of thermal energy is decided by the spatial distribution of laser intensity on 
the surface or beam profile. Depending on the beam optics there are different kind of 
beam profile can be created. For example, spherical, elliptical, Gaussian, top-hat are the 
most common in laser melting processes [64] . Imagery software is used to determine the 
beam intensity profiles. In literature, most of the modelling work of laser melting 
processes used Gaussian or combination of Gaussian beam profiles such as TEM00 
[23,36], TEM01 or combination of them [21], shown in Figure 2.3.  
 
 
Figure 2. 5 The Transverse Electrical Mode (TEM) profile of intensity distribution of 
laser beam [27] 
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In case of Gaussian, the intensity distribution is symmetric along beam radius and in laser 
melting process symmetry is kept along the direction of scanning laser beam. In laser 
welding, double ellipsoidal Gaussian distribution of volumetric heat load is suitable [36], 
since Goldak introduced it for arc welding modelling [65]. A little modification in 
Goldak’s ellipsoidal profile turned into Gaussian spherical distributed volumetric load 
was considered in laser cladding process to attain correct shape of melt pool [19]. The 
distribution of laser intensity is a key factor for correct prediction of thermal profile, not 
only magnitude of the temperature distribution but also the correct shape of the molten 
and modified zone. The mathematical equations for intensity distribution of various laser 
heat source have been enlisted in Table 2.6. It is observed that, most of the models utilised 
Gaussian distribution of laser intensity as volumetric and surface heat source. Volumetric 
heat source consists of three-dimensional distribution of laser intensity whereas surface 
heat source distributes in two dimensions. However, a uniform top-hat distribution was 
employed in a laser melting process using rectangular heat source [40], which was 
claimed to give good metallurgical bond, low porosity and minimum dimensional 
distortion [25]. The Gaussian beam profile gives more penetration as the intensity 
concentrates more towards the centre of the beam whereas the intensity of top hat beam 
profile is more uniform throughout the beam diameter [66].  Moreover, a volumetric 
conical heat source with Gaussian distribution was also used in laser engineered net-
shaping. The volumetric conical distribution represents maximum penetration of the laser 
beam where it requires [56]. The parameters related to the laser beam profile used in those 
equations vary depending on laser mode such as continuous wave or pulse. Therefore, it 
is essential to calibrate heat source distribution and select correctly for the process 
modelling to ensure accuracy of the predicted temperature, melt pool profile and residual 
stress distribution.       
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Table 2. 6 Various heat source models applied in modelling of different laser melting processes 
Processes Laser type Beam 
width, mm 
Heat source model Equations of heat flux density, q Peak 
temperature, 
°C 
Ref. 
Laser engineered 
net-shaping 
Nd:YAG 0.5-1 Gaussian volumetric 
conical 
2𝑃𝑃
𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏
2 �1 − 𝑧𝑧𝐻𝐻� 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �1 − � 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏�2� 1800-2200 [56] 
Laser cladding HPDDL 12×11 Top-hat uniform 𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃
𝑤𝑤 × 1 1729 [40] 
Selective laser 
melting 
Yb fiber  0.035 Gaussian heat flux 
density 
2𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃
𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏
2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �
−2𝑟𝑟2
𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏
2 � 
6000 [43] 
Laser cladding Nd:YAG 1.8 Gaussian volumetric 
spherical  
6𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃
𝜋𝜋√𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏
3
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �
−3𝑟𝑟2
𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏
2 � 
2810 [19] 
Multi-pulse laser 
melting 
Nd:YAG 0.4 Gaussian pulse heat 
flux density 𝐴𝐴
𝐸𝐸
𝜏𝜏𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏
2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �−�
𝑒𝑒 − (𝑒𝑒 + 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣)
𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏
�
2
� 
2750 [64] 
 1. Rectangular beam 
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2.4.3 Laser coupling efficiency or absorptivity 
Laser coupling efficiency or absorptivity is another crucial factor in modelling laser 
processes effectively. It is the ratio of absorbed laser energy by the material to the total 
energy provided by laser beam, where no transmission of light through the materials is 
presumed [21]. In fact the absorptivity is accounted the loss of laser intensity due to 
reflection or scattering of light [67] as most of the metals reflect laser light [68]. 
Absorptivity of laser light mainly depends on the wavelength of light, temperature, 
surface roughness and composition of the material [69,70]. Absorptivity of some common 
metals with various wavelength has been presented in Figure 2.2.  
 
Figure 2. 6 Absorptivity of some metals at different wavelength [71] 
It is noted that, Fe and steel can absorb laser light no more than 10-12% for CO2 laser 
which is in far-infrared (10.6 μm) zone. All other metals Al, Cu, Mo, Au, Ag absorb very 
little in this wavelength. The Figure 2.6 is limited up to 30% absorptivity, because any 
as-received metals surface hardly absorb laser above that range in visible to infrared 
region. However, with pre-treatments such as sand blasting, chemical etching or painting 
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of those metals surface, the absorptivity can be enhanced by up to 80% [3,15]. Different 
values of laser absorptivity for various metals and laser type is listed in Table 2.7. 
Table 2. 7 Variation of absorptivity depending on laser and material types in different 
laser surface modification processes 
Process Laser type Materials Absorptivity References 
Laser 
cladding 
HPDDL 
(808 nm) 
C+S1-H13 steel+mild steel 0.75 [40] 
Laser 
cladding 
HPDDL 
(975 nm) 
C+S-H13 steel+mild steel 0.30 [25,41] 
Laser 
assisted 
machining  
Nd:YAG 
(1064 nm) 
Ti6Al4V plate 0.34 [72] 
Selective 
laser 
melting 
Yb fiber 
laser (1064-
1100 nm) 
Ti6Al4V powder 0.25 [43] 
Laser 
cladding 
CO2 (10600 
nm) 
C+S-TiC/NiCrBSiC+ 
Ti6Al4V 
0.30 [67] 
1. C+S-Clad+Substrate 
From the Table 2.7, it is observed that different absorption coefficient of Ti6Al4V alloy 
variably used in three distinct processes, laser assisted machining, selective laser melting 
and laser cladding. An experimental work of calculating absorptivity of Ti6Al4V plate 
surface revealed that, the value of absorptivity varied between 0.28-0.4 with temperature 
up to 1400°C. Therefore, an averaged value 0.34 was employed in the subsequent 
modelling work of laser assisted machining of Ti6Al4V alloy [72].  Additionally, another 
experimental and modelling work reported 0.45 absorptivity of Ti6Al4V flat-surface and 
increased to 0.71 for powder [73]. Although, in this modelling work [43] absorptivity for 
Ti6Al4V powder was adopted 0.25 to get accurate depth of laser melted zone. This kind 
of deviation in absorptivity of same material is observed in other works [25,40], because 
of its complex nature of dependency with various factors. It is worth-noting that this 
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absorption factor also play key role in deciding size and shape of the laser modified zone 
and enhancing the accuracy of laser process modelling [40,68,74]. 
2.4.4 Plasticity models 
Theoretical prediction of thermally induced residual stress through thermomechanical 
modelling of laser melting processes follows classical thermo-elasto-plastic constitutive 
law. Here, the total strain consists of thermal, elastic and plastic strain. In metals and 
alloys, yield strength is evolved due to plastic strain which eventually is added to the 
residual part. Similarly, in laser surface melting process, due to the thermal load generated 
in the surface causes plastic strain. The increment of this plastic strain can be calculated 
following three possible principle, (i) isotropic, (ii) kinematic and (iii) mixed plasticity 
models, based on material’s response [51]. Therefore, it is important to select appropriate 
plasticity theory to correctly calculate residual stress from the thermomechanical models. 
In literature, separate use of both isotropic and kinematic models has been observed. Such 
as, Yilbas et al. [52] modelled residual stress using ABAQUS FEM code of laser surface 
melting with aluminum composite. He considered the work-piece as an elastic body and 
used isotropic hardening to model rate independent plasticity with temperature dependent 
yield strength. In another work of laser cladding by Paul et al. [75] ABAQUS FEA 
software was used to model residual stress in H13 tool steel clad and substrate. A 
kinematic plasticity model with von Misses yield criterion was used to calculate plastic 
strain in this model. Although the prediction values gave rise to maximum 25% error with 
experimental data, but the trend in stress distribution was in agreement. Li et al. also 
followed kinematic hardening rule in predicting stress distribution of laser surface 
melting of 42CrMo4 steel in SYSWELD commercial FEA code [55]. From Table 2.5, it 
is observed that, mostly laser melting processes including laser welding, laser melting, 
LENS, laser cladding processes chose isotropic plasticity models for predicting thermo-
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elastic-plastic residual stress. Both isotropic and kinematic plasticity models will be 
further discussed in chapter 4. 
2.5 Summary 
A detailed literature review on recent numerical modelling works of laser surface melting 
processes has been conducted and presented in this chapter. A significant number of 
modelling works in laser welding and laser cladding has been observed followed by 
selective laser melting, additive manufacturing and laser surface melting. Thermal models 
of those processes generally predicted temperature distribution, dimension of fusion, 
heat-affected zones and utilised to optimise the process parameters including laser power 
and scanning speed. There are also several thermomechanical models of different laser 
melting processes predicting residual stress in the laser modified surface. From the 
literature review it is evident that, a single 2D numerical thermal model of LSG for 
metallic materials has been found which is insufficient to grasp the process mechanism 
and collect the important criteria for developing FEM model of LSG for metals and alloys. 
Nevertheless, the information collected from the developed FEM models of other laser 
melting processes can be set as a guideline for developing LSG model. The lack of works 
in LSG modelling also requires the initiative of developing a reliable and simple 
numerical model of LSG from the scratch.  Therefore, in this current study, a numerical 
thermal model of LSG using FEM will be developed which can quantitatively predict 
temperature distributions, heating cooling rates and depth of modified zone for different 
range of laser parameters and metallic materials. The thermal model will be extended to 
thermomechanical model to predict thermally induced residual stress in the surface and 
sub-surface region and crack formation tendency in LSG process.  This model can be 
used for optimising laser parameters such as laser power and residence time for different 
materials. 
------X------ 
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Chapter 3 
Thermal modelling of LSG 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the development of FEM thermal model for laser surface glazing of 
metallic materials. From literature review no FEM model of laser surface glazing for 
metallic material was found. Therefore, this model will be the first attempt in FEM 
thermal model development of laser surface glazing for metals using commercial finite 
element solver. For ensuring availability of material data and establishing the 
acceptability of this model development, the geometry, materials and laser parameters 
have been taken from previous experimental works of laser surface glazing for metals and 
alloys. First, a 2D model has been developed with a circular cross-section of a cylindrical 
geometry assuming the laser is irradiated on the lateral curvilinear surface of the cylinder. 
Then the model has been extended to 3D model with cylindrical geometry to explore 
three-dimensional temperature distribution. The models can predict temperature 
distributions, rates of heating and cooling and dimension of laser modified zone. Finally, 
the predicted temperature distribution from the FEM thermal model has been compared 
with the temperature calculated using an analytical solution of transient heat transfer 
process for a semi-infinite solid model with identical laser parameters used in the FEM 
model. 
3.2 Methodology 
The common numerical approaches to solve heat transfer model found in the literature 
followed finite element method and finite difference method. In a previous work, heat 
transfer modelling of LSG of porous thermal barrier coating has been solved using finite 
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difference method [27]. In finite difference method the derivatives of dependent variables 
are approximated over a computational domain mainly using Taylor series expansion. 
FDM predicts value of the dependent variables for the discretised points only. The 
limitation of this method is that it cannot find derivative for any discontinuous function. 
Moreover, it needs to transform any irregular physical domain to a regular computational 
space using chain rule to solve the differential sets of equations. On the other hand, FEM 
divides the complex or irregular physical domain into small finite regions and the 
dependent variable is solved for those regions through a set of polynomial algebraic 
equations called interpolation functions, shown in Equation 3.1. The finite regions are 
called elements and it can be of various shapes (linear, quadratic) in both 2D and 3D 
dimensions. The predicted value of the dependent variable is calculated for the nodes of 
the elements and interpolated over the elements. FEM can handle very complex geometry 
in wide range of engineering problems. Nodal loading such as point heat source as well 
as element load including surface or volumetric loads, pressure etc. can be easily applied 
for FEM. However, the main drawback of this process is to invert large coefficient matrix 
which costs a huge computational space and time.   
In the present work, the methodology to develop thermal model of LSG has used FEM. 
A flow chart has been presented in Figure 3.1 to show the necessary steps followed in 
developing the thermal model of LSG using FEM. All the steps have been explained in 
the following subsections. 
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Figure 3. 1 Methodology of developing thermal model of LSG using FEM 
3.2.1 Materials  
The initial development of the FEM thermal model has been done with H13 tool steel 
taken from a previous experimental work of laser surface glazing [3].  H13 tool steel is 
predominantly used in the application of tooling industry especially for casting moulds 
for metals (Cu, Al alloys), forging tools and extrusion dies. However, the surface of the 
H13 tool steel mould is prone to abrasion and fatigue fracture for experiencing repetitive 
thermal and mechanical effects caused by high velocity molten metals during casting 
[10,76]. Therefore, improving surface properties by laser surface glazing of H13 tool steel 
mould is of significant importance to extend mould’s service life [28,76]. The 
composition of H13 tool steel utilised for modelling work has been presented in Table 
3.1.  
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Table 3. 1 Chemical composition of H13 tool steel in %weight [4] 
Element C Si Mn Cr Mo V Ni Cu P S Fe 
%weight 0.45 1.20 0.50 5.50 1.75 1.20 0.30 0.25 0.03 0.03 Balance 
3.2.2 Model geometry 
The FEM model of laser surface glazing has been developed utilising a cylindrical 
geometry. The dimension of the cylinder has been taken from the previous experimental 
work of laser surface glazing [3]. It has 10 mm diameter and 100 mm length.  For 2D 
FEM model circular cross-section of the cylinder has been considered and half-cylinder 
up to 1 mm length has been taken for 3D model. Although in laser surface glazing the 
laser is scanned over the surface with a certain scanning speed, but for the simplification 
in developing the model, laser beam is considered fixed at certain point over the surface 
of the cylinder. The schematic diagram of the cylindrical geometry with laser spot 
incident over the surface has been presented in Figure 3.2. 
 
Figure 3. 2 Schematic illustration of cylindrical geometry used in modelling of laser 
surface glazing with laser beam fixed at one point over the surface 
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3.2.3 Laser parameters 
The important process parameters utilised in developing the FEM model of laser surface 
glazing are laser power, beam width, laser scanning speed.  The value of those parameters 
varies depending on type of laser, wavelength, mode of laser- whether continuous wave 
or pulse, and type of materials. Initially, the type of laser, wavelength, and beam width   
have been taken from the experimental work mentioned here [3]. However, the laser mode 
has been decided as continuous mode and the average laser power has been varied from 
100-300 W. As fixed laser beam has been considered, a parameter called residence time 
has been taken into account instead of scanning velocity. Residence time is defined as the 
total material-beam interaction time and calculated by dividing laser beam width with 
scanning speed for continuous wave mode. The value of residence time has been set to 
0.15 ms, considering the value used in the experimental work [3] and from typical power 
density-exposure time relation for laser surface glazing [78].  Table 3.2 presents the laser 
parameters utilised in developing thermal model of laser surface glazing for H13 tool 
steel. 
Table 3. 2 Laser parameters used in the model 
Parameters Specifications 
Laser type CO2 laser 
Laser mode TEM00 continuous wave (CW) 
Wavelength 10.6 µm 
Power 100-300 W 
Beam width 0.2 mm 
Residence time 0.15 ms 
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3.2.4 Thermal modelling principle 
Governing equation 
The principle of transient thermal phenomena of laser surface melting processes follows 
the 1st law of thermodynamics and Fourier’s conduction law where energy is conserved. 
In the present thermal model of LSG the following assumptions have been considered.  
• The laser heat source has been considered fixed at one point of the surface. 
• The laser type has been chosen as CO2 laser of 10.6 μm wavelength and in 
continuous wave operating mode. 
• The heat flux given by laser heat source is assumed constant.  
• No internal heat generation within the treated part is considered. 
• The convection and radiation loss at the surface exposed to the laser heat source 
are ignored due to the short interaction time. 
A schematic diagram in Figure 3.3 shows the energy transfer in single step thermal model 
of LSG with stationary laser heat source. When the laser irradiates the surface, the part of 
the laser light is absorbed by the material surface and transformed to heat energy. The 
absorbed heat energy 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 is the heat generation rate coming from the laser heat source. 
Additionally, heat flow due to conduction from the heated surface to the bulk is also 
occurred along both X and Y direction, represented by heat flux rate 𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥 and 𝑞𝑞𝑦𝑦. From 
Fourier’s conduction law, 𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥 = −𝑘𝑘 𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 and 𝑞𝑞𝑦𝑦 = −𝑘𝑘 𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦, where k is thermal conductivity 
for isotropic material. 
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Figure 3. 3 Schematic representation of energy flow during LSG process and the 
conduction heat flow along x and y directions of a control element taken from the 
surface exposed to laser heat source 
Consider an element near the surface exposed to the laser beam shown in Figure 3.3. 
Applying the principle of conservation energy to the element for conduction heat flow 
gives 
 
𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥 − 𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥+∆𝑥𝑥 + 𝑞𝑞𝑦𝑦 − 𝑞𝑞𝑦𝑦+∆𝑦𝑦 = 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣 ∆𝑒𝑒∆𝑦𝑦 (3.2) 
Now, using Taylor series expansion, mathematically the 𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥+∆𝑥𝑥 can be written as, 
 
𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥+∆𝑥𝑥 = 𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥 + 𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥𝜕𝜕𝑒𝑒 ∆𝑒𝑒 + 12!𝜕𝜕2𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥𝜕𝜕𝑒𝑒2 ∆𝑒𝑒2 + 13! 𝜕𝜕3𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥𝜕𝜕𝑒𝑒3 ∆𝑒𝑒3 + ⋯  
As ∆𝑒𝑒 is small enough that the variation of heat flow rate between 𝑒𝑒 and 𝑒𝑒 + ∆𝑒𝑒 can be 
considered linear.  
Therefore, 𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥+∆𝑥𝑥 = 𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥 + 𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 ∆𝑒𝑒  
or 𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥 − 𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥+∆𝑥𝑥 = −𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 ∆𝑒𝑒 = − 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 �−𝑘𝑘 𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥� ∆𝑒𝑒 = 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 �𝑘𝑘 𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥� ∆𝑒𝑒∆𝑦𝑦, since 𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥 is the heat flux 
across the plane  ∆𝑦𝑦∆𝑧𝑧 where, ∆𝑧𝑧 = 1 is considered for 2D element. 
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Similarly, 𝑞𝑞𝑦𝑦 − 𝑞𝑞𝑦𝑦+∆𝑦𝑦 = 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦 �𝑘𝑘 𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦� ∆𝑒𝑒∆𝑦𝑦 
Therefore, Equation 3.2 can be expressed as- 
 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑒𝑒
�𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑒𝑒
� + 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦
�𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦
� = 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣  (3.3) 
For the surface element the heat generation term 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 will be added in the Equation 3.4 
and the general governing equation describing thermal phenomena of LSG will take the 
form as follows.  
 
𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 + 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑒𝑒 �𝑘𝑘 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑒𝑒� + 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦 �𝑘𝑘 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦� = 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣  (3.4) 
Initial and boundary conditions  
The heat transfer phenomena of LSG is a transient process, high thermal gradient is 
present at the place exposed to the laser beam. Therefore, initial condition applies in this 
thermal model. The initial condition is considered here T(x,y,0) = T0, where T(x,y,0) is 
the temperature at any point of the control element at time zero, i.e. before the process 
starts. The initial temperature is considered the ambient temperature which is 25°C. In 
the model, it is taken as the uniform reference temperature in SI unit, i.e. 298 K. 
Figure 3.4 shows a schematic representation of the boundary conditions considered for 
the LSG process for stationary laser beam with constant heat flux.  
1. At the surface where laser beam is incident, 𝑦𝑦 = ℎ, 𝑙𝑙 − 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 < 𝑒𝑒 < 𝑙𝑙 + 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 
 −𝑘𝑘(𝜕𝜕)𝛻𝛻𝜕𝜕 = 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 − ℎ(𝜕𝜕)∆𝜕𝜕 − 𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀∆𝜕𝜕4, (3.5) 
In this surface the laser heat flux 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 is entering in the surface whereas the conduction 
heat flow occurs from the surface to inside the bulk. Convection and radiation heat flow 
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also happen from the heated surface to the environment. Therefore, the Equation 3.5 
shows all those energy balance on this surface [19,25]. 
 
Figure 3. 4 Schematic representation of boundary conditions are applied in LSG process 
In equation 3.5, Qlaser is the heat flux rate coming into the surface from laser heat source 
and ∆T is the temperature difference. The film coefficient, h, is for the convection heat 
transfer on the surface due to the ambient air present or flowing of noble gases due to 
avoid oxidation at high temperature. For radiation heat transfer, ε and σ are the material 
emissivity and Boltzmann’s constant (5.67×10-8 Wm-2K-4) for thermal radiation. Because 
of the very short residence time and small beam diameter caused rapid localised heating 
and cooling in LSG, the convection and radiation boundary conditions are ignored, thus 
the boundary condition becomes as Equation 3.6 [31,51]. 
 −𝑘𝑘(𝜕𝜕).𝛻𝛻𝜕𝜕 = 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 (3.6) 
2. The two side surfaces in Figure 3.4 the boundary condition is 𝜕𝜕 = 𝜕𝜕0, considering semi-
infinite model. 𝜕𝜕0 is the room temperature of the bulk. 
3. The bottom surface at 𝑦𝑦 = 0 is considered adiabatic where 𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦
= 0. 
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The laser beam is considered as a TEM00 continuous wave laser heat source. The beam 
width is very small 0.2 mm in for LSG compare to other laser surface hardening process.   
Hence, the constant heat flux rate or laser intensity has been considered in this thermal 
model expressed in Equation 3.6 [31,79]. 
 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 = 𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚2  (3.6) 
where, 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 is laser intensity, P is laser power, A is the laser absorptivity corresponding 
to the material and laser wavelength, 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 is radius of the spherical beam. The summary 
of governing equations, initial and boundary conditions based on the assumption for the 
2D and 3D thermal model of LSG has been presented in Table 3.3 
Table 3. 3 Governing equations, initial and boundary conditions of thermal 2D and 3D 
LSG modelling 
Conditions 2D model 3D model 
Governing 
equation 
 
𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡
= 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥
�𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥
� + 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦
�𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦
�  𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡
= 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥
�𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥
� + 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦
�𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦
� +
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
�𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
�  
Boundary 
conditions 
−𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦
= 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚, laser irradiated 
surface  
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑚𝑚�⃗
= 0, any other surface 
−𝑘𝑘 �
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥
+ 𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦
+ 𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
� = 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 , laser 
irradiated surface  
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑚𝑚�⃗
= 0, any other surface 
Heat source 
intensity 
Constant, 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 = 𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝜋𝜋𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏2  
Initial 
condition 
Uniform temperature, when t=0, 𝜕𝜕𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 298 𝐾𝐾 
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Limitation of the present thermal model of LSG 
This thermal models of LSG is based on the classical physics, where the purpose is to 
investigate thermal distribution within several micrometre (within 100-200 μm) range 
caused by generally conduction heat transfer due to the irradiating high intensity laser 
beam on the surface. The melt thermodynamics in heat transfer process due to the LSG 
is out of scope of this model at present. Moreover, moving boundary condition due to the 
sample movement during the process has not accounted in this present work.  
3.3 FEM model set-up 
3.3.1 FEM solver, ANSYS 
ANSYS mechanical APDL software has been used for finite element formulation 
(meshing) of the governing equation for thermal model of LSG. The numerical solution 
has been calculated using the Newton-Raphson iteration technique by the software.  
ANSYS is a well-known software utilised in numerous FEM modelling of laser processes 
[19,25,40,80]. The mechanical APDL (ANSYS parametric design language) is chosen for 
this process for some reasons in particular, the entire model is considered as a solid 
continuum system, the user can have good control and flexibility in meshing operation 
and, also application of tabular or functional boundary condition is easier here using the 
APDL script. 
3.3.2 2D and 3D models 
The circular cross-section of the cylinder having 10 mm diameter has been selected for 
the geometry of the 2D model. To mesh the model, a thermal 2D element Plane 55 has 
been chosen. Plane 55 element has 4 nodes and single degree of freedom (DOF) which is 
temperature, hence it is mathematically economical. This element is capable of modelling 
both 2D steady-state and transient heat transfer analyses, also it can be coupled with mass 
transfer flow with constant velocity field. Moreover, Plane 55 was used in several 2D 
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FEM thermal modelling [81–83], which manifests its wide range of reliability and 
acceptance. The quadrilateral form of Plane 55 element has been taken for mapped 
meshing of the model geometry. On the other hand, for 3D model, a half-cylindrical 
geometry has been taken into consideration for reducing simulation time and 
computational space. The half-cylinder has 10 mm diameter and 1 mm length. The length 
has been reduced from 100 mm to 1 mm to minimise the simulation time and 
computational space. The 1 mm length of the cylinder is reasonable to provide enough 
heat sink because, the workpiece has been assumed as semi-infinite model. This length 
can also be justified with analysing scale length of thermal diffusion mentioned in A. Issa 
et al. [84]. The scale length of diffusion LD = √αtR, where tR is the residence time of laser 
heat source and α is the thermal diffusivity of the material. This gives the idea of the 
maximum length of heat propagation throughout the part. In this case, the scale length for 
H13 tool steel is 0.0359 mm calculated using the above formula, where the thermal 
diffusivity of H13 tool steel is 8.6×10-6 m2s-1. As the scale length is very small due to the 
short residence time (0.15 ms), this length is sufficient to provide heat sink along the axial 
direction (z-axis) of the cylindrical surface for the fixed laser beam. Solid 70 thermal 
brick element type has been selected for meshing the 3D thermal model. It is a 3D brick 
element with 8 nodes and single DOF which is temperature. This element type is also 
mathematically reasonable and has been widely used in other thermal modelling of laser 
melting processes [19,40,43,51]. Choosing appropriate element type is important to 
ensure accuracy in numerical analysis. Generally, the element type is selected based on 
1. Dimension of the model, 2. Analysis type, 3. Shape and 4. The special properties of the 
element type. Figure 3.5 illustrates the meshed 2D and 3D geometries used in developing 
thermal model of LSG for the cylindrical specimen using ANSYS APDL. As fixed or 
stationary laser beam irradiates on the surface, therefore, to capture the effects of the 
irradiation accurately, the element length in the region of circumference has been kept 
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smaller than the interior elements of the circle shown in Figure 3.5. This has been done 
following transitional meshing technique, where a ratio has been maintained during the 
transition from fine elements to coarse elements. Based on the ratio, it is possible to 
increase the number of elements near the region of interest of surface exposed to laser 
beam and reduce the number of elements in the inner unaffected region. Transitional 
mapped meshing technique helps to reduce total number of elements resulting into saving 
simulation time. The optimum element length has been chosen by conducting mesh 
convergence operation. For detail information of mesh convergence operation, please see 
appendix section A2.1.  By employing optimum element length total number of elements 
of 2D and 3D models have been counted 6673 and 47060 respectively. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3. 5 The meshed geometries of (a) 2D circular and (b) 3D half-cylinder 
geometries with stationary laser beam on top of the surface; point O is the middle of the 
melt pool is created due to laser irradiation 
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A uniform heat flux has been applied as a boundary condition. Time step size for the 
transient thermal process has been selected as 1×10-6 s for 0.15 ms residence time. An 
iterative time-step scheme has been carried out explicitly for ensuring convergence and 
accuracy of results and then the above time-step size has been selected. The thermo-
physical properties required for the thermal model for H13 tool steel are presented in 
Table 3.4. The properties are kept constant above temperature 2000 K assuming very few 
changes in properties at molten state. Solid to liquid phase change has not been accounted 
at this stage. A constant absorptivity of H13 tool steel having value of 0.3 [3] has been 
applied for CO2 laser.  
Table 3. 4 Thermo-physical properties of H13 tool steel as a function of temperature 
[41,85] 
Temperature, K 298 373 673 873 1073 1273 1473 1673 1873 
Density, kgm-3 7650 7650 7580 7550 7200 7150 7100 7000 7000 
Thermal 
Conductivity,  
Wm-1K-1 
29.5 30.3 37 40.5 43.9 47.3 50.7 21.98 24.06 
Specific heat,     
Jkg-1K-1 
447 453 502 537 573 606 642 677 708 
 
3.4 Temperature distribution calculation using an explicit solution 
The temperature distribution at cooling phase has been also calculated using an explicit 
solution from an analytical modelling of heat conduction phenomena with source term 
for a semi-infinite geometry from [86], which is expressed in Equation 3.7. 
 𝜕𝜕(𝑦𝑦, 𝑣𝑣) = 𝜕𝜕0 + 2𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 �𝛼𝛼𝑣𝑣𝜋𝜋 �1 2�𝑘𝑘  𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �−𝑦𝑦24𝛼𝛼𝑣𝑣� − 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦𝑘𝑘 𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 � 𝑦𝑦2√𝛼𝛼𝑣𝑣�, (3.7) 
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where, T0 is the initial temperature, α, the thermal diffusivity is the ratio of k thermal 
conductivity and the product of the density ρ and specific heat CP. The temperature has 
been calculated putting the same parameters used in FEM model to verify the temperature 
obtained from the FEM model. The time temperature graph using Equation 3.6 for laser 
glazing parameters has been plotted in MATLAB software. The 𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒( ), is called 
complimentary error function defined as 1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒( ), where 𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒( ) is twice of the 
Gaussian distribution with zero (0) mean and variance of 1/2. MATLAB can 
calculate 𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒( ) by default using the syntax as y = erfc(x). Temperature distribution has 
been calculated for 200 W laser power with 0.15 ms residence time and 0.2 mm beam 
width. Constant thermal properties with constant heat flux were used in these calculations, 
while temperature dependent properties were accounted in numerical cases. 
3.5 Results and discussion 
3.5.1 2D and 3D FEM models 
Temperature Isotherms 
The FEM thermal model gives temperature distributions at the place where laser was 
applied on the surface. Figure 3.6a and 3.6b show the temperature distribution on X-Y 
plane from 2D and 3D thermal model respectively at 200 W laser power at 0.15 ms time. 
Temperature isotherms of the 2D model shows peak surface temperature 1597 K. For 3D 
model, the peak surface temperature is 1685 K. 2D model gives the temperature 
distribution in X and Y directions only, whereas 3D model gives for all three dimensions. 
The laser heat source for 3D model has been assumed as area heat source which inputs 
heat flux over an area equivalent to the beam area. On the contrary in 2D model the heat 
flux is input over the line of equivalent to beam diameter. The total heat input in 3D model 
is higher than the 2D model. This causes higher peak surface temperature in 3D model  
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(a) 2D model 
 
(b) 3D model 
Figure 3. 6 Temperature distributions on X-Y plane through the depth from (a) 2D  and 
(b) 3D  thermal models of H13 tool steel at 200 W laser power at 0.15 ms time 
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than 2D. To improve accuracy 3D model is better than 2D, however, 3D FEM model 
costs higher computational time and space. 
Heating and cooling rates 
Time-temperature plot from 2D and 3D thermal models at laser power 200 W with 
residence time 0.15 ms and 0.2 mm beam width has been plotted in Figure 3.7. The peak 
surface temperature attained in 2D model is 1597 K. For 3D model, peak surface 
temperature has been obtained 1685 K. It is noted that, the difference in peak surface 
temperature for both 2D and 3D model is not significant. The peak temperature achieved 
at 200 W power is slightly below the melting temperature (1727 K) for H13 tool steel. A 
previous experimental work of LSG for H13 tool steel reported that, at 249 W average 
power and between 0.12-0.25 ms residence time, melting of H13 tool steel has been 
achieved [3]. This statement is evident in the result found from the 3D model conducted 
at 300 W laser power. The peak surface temperature has been achieved 2554 K at 300 W, 
can be found in the author’s published work [87]. However, surface temperature cannot 
reach to melting point of H13 tool steel below 200 W laser power. Therefore, laser surface 
glazing of H13 tool steel needs more than 200 W laser power for 0.15 ms residence time 
and 0.2 mm beam width. The parametric study to optimise the laser power has been 
presented in chapter 5.  
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Figure 3. 7 Time-temperature plot from 2D and 3D FEM LSG models of H13 tool steel 
for 200 W laser power, 0.2 mm beam width and 0.15 ms residence time  
It is observed that, the slope of heating curve is steeper than the cooling curve in Figure 
3.7. The heating and cooling rates have been calculated from the slopes of this time-
temperature plot. Table 3.5 presents the average and maximum calculated heating and 
cooling rates for 200 W laser power from 3D thermal model. The average heating and 
cooling rates are respectively 9.44×106 Ks-1 and 3.03×106 Ks-1. The rates have been 
calculated for the temperature range from 298 K to 1685 K, from initial temperature to 
the maximum surface temperature achieved in 3D model. As 2D model has showed 
similar maximum temperature, the heating and cooling rates obtained from this model are 
almost equal to 3D model.  
Table 3. 5 The rates of heating and cooling of H13 tool steel at 200 W laser power 
dT/dt, Ks
-1
 Average rate Max. rate 
Rate of heating 9.44×10
6
 (298-1685 K, 0.15 ms) 
3.50×107 
(1685 K, 0.15 ms) 
Rate of cooling 3.03×10
6
 (1685-465 K, 0.55 ms) 
7.27×107 
(1603 K, 0.151 ms) 
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The maximum heating and cooling rates are 3.50×107 Ks-1 and 7.27×107 Ks-1 observed at 
respectively 0.15 ms and 0.151 ms at onset of cooling. From the 3D thermal model, the 
variation of both heating and cooling rates over the time have been plotted in Figure 3.8a 
at different depth from the surface towards the centre of the cylinder. It is observed that 
the cooling rates are higher than the heating rates. The surface has experienced highest 
cooling rates than the 7.5 µm depth below the surface. Gradually, rates have reduced more 
when depth increases. It is noticed that the effect of heat energy has reached up to 60 µm 
from the surface at 200 W laser power at 0.15 ms residence time and 0.2 mm beam width. 
Figure 3.8b has presented the cooling rates vs. distance from surface to centre up to 60 
µm for time 0.15 ms and 0.151ms. Highest cooling rates are found at 0.151 ms at onset 
of cooling. From this figure it is observed that change of cooling rates within around 10 
µm is significant. In total the variation of cooling rates has been observed up to 22 µm 
approximately at 200 W laser power. This implied that the zone of 22 µm depth from 
surface has been affected by laser heating and could be estimated as the depth of modified 
zone.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3. 8 (a) Cooling rates vs. time for difffernt depthd from surface to centre upto 60 
µm and (b) Cooling rates vs. distrance from surface to centre for 0.15 ms and 0.151 ms 
time  
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Predicting microstructure in the modified zone 
From Figure 3.7, it is also possible to predict surface microstructure of the modified 
surface based on the critical transformation temperature and heating and cooling rates. 
The method of predicting microstructure in the modified surface has been also found in 
the literature [41]. Ac1, Ac3 and Ms are the critical isothermal transformation temperature 
lines of H13 tool steel, shown in Figure 3.9. Ac1 defines transformation from austenite to 
pearlite and Ac3 refers to austenite to ferrite. Ms is the transformation line from austenite 
to martensite hard phase. Pearlite and ferrite are called soft phases compare to martensite, 
which has higher hardness. If the cooling rates is higher than the critical cooling rate of 
martensite formation, then austenite transforms to martensite rather than ferrite or 
pearlite. From Table 3.5 it is observed that cooling rate is extremely higher than the 
critical cooling rate of martensite transformation. Therefore, it is anticipated that there 
will be martensite in the zone having temperature just below the melting point. Martensite 
in surface and subsurface regions has been reported in previous experimental work of 
LSG for H13 tool steel. However, the molten surface due to LSG consists of significant 
number of micro and nano crystals of δ-ferrite with small number of martensite depending 
on laser parameters [3]. The formation of δ-ferrite is caused by extremely higher cooling 
rates in the molten region which avoid formation of austenite in the glazed region. 
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Figure 3. 9 TTT diagram of H13 tool steel [41] 
Depth of modified zone 
The temperature isotherm or distribution of the laser irradiated zone at 0.15 ms from 3D 
model has been illustrated in Figure 3.6b. From this temperature isotherm, the depth of 
modified zone has been calculated based on the temperature range. The depth of modified 
zone has not varied significantly for 2D and 3D models. A schematic diagram of the 
cross-section of half-cylinder with the isotherm has also been presented in the Figure 
3.10a to locate the isotherm. The area of the isotherm selected is 109 µm × 78 µm, where 
all changes in temperature from the surface towards the centre have been captured. From 
the maximum surface temperature up to the critical phase transformation temperature Ac1 
(1685-1192 K) has been taken as the range where possible phase transformation took 
place. The maximum surface temperature achieved with 200 W laser power is below the 
melting point (1727 K) of H13 tool steel and no melting has been occurred. Therefore, 
the heat-affected zone (HAZ) has been calculated approximately 13 μm from the 
temperature isotherm at 200 W laser power. Heat-affected zone refers to the area where 
solid-state phase transformation occurred and temperature of this zone after heating 
remains between Ac3 and melting point (austenitic zone). From the temperature isotherm 
the depth of HAZ has been estimated approximately 13 μm for 200 W laser power.  
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The temperature isotherm for 300 W laser power has also been illustrated in Figure 3.10b. 
In this case, melting occurs as the peak surface temperature is 2551 K, which is above the 
melting point. Therefore, the laser modified zone consists of both melt pool and HAZ. 
The estimated melt depth (MD) calculated between the 2551-1727 K is around 9 μm, 
whereas the HAZ depth is 14 μm. Thence, the total depth of modified zone is 23 μm. 
However, in the previous experimental work of LSG for H13 tool steel reported that, at 
305 W average power with 12-25 ms residence time the obtained depth of modified zone 
was between 48-80 μm [3]. This experiment was performed with pulse CO2 laser, where 
other laser parameters such as duty cycle, pulse rate frequency (PRF), pulse width, 
overlapping ratio were included.  Moreover, Kear  et al. [2] showed an analytical 
relationship between cooling rates and melt depth possible to achieve for LSG process. It 
is reported that for the process attaining average cooling rates of 107 Ks-1 will have melt 
depth in 10-4 mm range. 23 μm depth of modified zone attained from this model at 300 
W laser power and very high cooling rates is in agreement with this statement. 
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(a) 200 W 
 
(b) 300 W 
Figure 3. 10 Temperature isotherm for two laser power (a) 200 W and (b) 300 W, 
showing melt depth (MD) and heat-affected zone (HAZ). The schematic diagram of the 
cross-section of half cylinder is pointing out the location of the isotherm  
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3.5.2 Comparing results from FEM models and explicit solution 
The temperature distribution along Y direction from an explicit solution from the 
analytical analysis of a semi-infinite heat conduction model and the 2D and 3D numerical 
models have been plotted in Figure 3.11. The horizontal axis of the graph has been defined 
as the distance from the surface up to the depth of 60 µm towards the centre. The peak 
surface temperature from the explicit solution has found 1689 K. In numerical 2D and 3D 
models, peak surface temperatures have been obtained 1570 K and 1685 K respectively. 
The analytical solution has given slightly higher value than the numerical solutions, 
although 3D FEM model has calculated almost equal. The both percentage of increment 
of peak surface temperature from the explicit solution with 2D and 3D FEM model are 
respectively 7% and 0.2%. The increment in peak temperature from the explicit solution 
may be because of the constant thermal properties used in this calculation whereas 
numerical models have been conducted with temperature dependent properties. 
Nevertheless, the trend in temperature distribution are in good agreement for both 
numerical and explicit solution. A previous work of LSG for H13 tool steel calculated the 
depth of modified zone from the temperature isotherm obtained from explicit solution. In 
this work, the predicted depth of modified zone appeared twice than the measured depth 
from the experimental for same laser parameters [28]. 
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Figure 3. 11 Analytical and numerical temperature distributions along the distance from 
the surface towards the centre in the cooling phase  
However, this explicit solution did not show variation in temperature beyond certain 
depth (around 60 μm) from the surface regardless laser power and residence time. 
Therefore, numerical thermal model is effective and reliable tool in predicting 
temperature distribution for LSG process for different laser parameters. 
3.6 Summary 
2D and 3D FEM transient thermal model of LSG have been successfully developed. The 
detail thermal modelling methodology and FEM set-up have been described.  The model 
can predict temperature distribution, heating and cooling rates, depth of modified zone. 
Both 2D and 3D thermal models have shown equivalent results. Therefore, 2D model can 
be recommended for the simplification of the modelling process. However, 3D model 
will be more suitable for the future development of this process simulation when multiple 
variables such as moving heat source, overlapping will be included. Modelling results 
have shown that with increasing laser power, the peak temperature has been increased. 
Heating and cooling rates have been obtained 9.44×106 and 3.03×106 Ks-1 respectively 
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for 200 W laser power. Small melt depth has been achieved for 300 W, where at 200 W 
no melting has occurred. Therefore, conducting LSG for H13 tool steel needs above 200 
W laser power, thus using this model the LSG process can be optimised for various 
materials and laser parameters.  
 
------X------ 
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Chapter 4  
Thermomechanical modelling of LSG 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter has been outlined the developement of 2D thermomechanical modelling of 
LSG based on constitutive thermo-elasto-plastic theory to predict residual stress in the 
process. The variation in stress-strain developed on the laser irradiated zone with laser 
parameters has been demonstrated based on the author’s published work [88].  
4.1.1 Residual stress in LSG 
Laser surface glazing induces residual stress in the surface, sub-surface area of the treated 
part, due to the extremely fast cooling rates generated from the process. In absence of 
exernal load any remaining stress inside the component encountered heat or mechanical 
treatment is called residual stress. If the induced residual stress goes beyond the elastic 
limit of the material of the treated component, then it can be detrimental resulting into 
surface cracks and delamination from the bulk. This causes the reduced service life and 
incurs repair or reinstallation costs. Therefore, quanitification of induced residual stress 
during the process and knowing the mechanism of residual stress development have 
paramount importance to get best output from LSG. The high heat flux of laser beam and 
short residence time are major cause behind the rapid cooling rate, which results into 
higher residual stress in the modified surface area. Developing residual stress in LSG is 
complex phenomena. Many factors such as temperature gradient effects, material 
constraints (stiffness, bonding) and phase transformation within fraction of seconds are 
also involved in generating stress [55,89]. The phase transformation effect on residual 
stress development is out of scope in this study. Therefore, the nature of residual stresses 
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has been explained by the temperature gradient mechanism explained in [51,90]. Figure 
4.1 schematically has shown the stress-strain relationship based on the temperature 
gradient mechanism on the application of laser heat source.  
Figure 4. 1 Schematic demonstration of thermal stress development due to thermal 
strain in temperature gradient mechanism (a) during heating and (b) during cooling [51] 
  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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4.2 Methodology 
Governing equation  
The principle of thermomechanical modelling of laser surface glazing is underpinned in 
the constitutive thermo-elasto-plastic theory of classical mechanics. Due to the 
temperature gradient and material constraint around the laser heated area the total strain 
developed in the system is expressed as Equation 4.1. 
The following assumptions have been taken into account for this modelling. 
• Material treated by the laser is considered as linear elastic-plastic material, shown 
in Figure 4.2. 
 
Figure 4. 2 Stress strain relationship in bilinear elastic-plastic material 
• No phase transformation induced strain is present. 
In Equation 4.1, the total strain, εtotal consists of thermal (εth), elastic (εel) and plastic (εpl) 
strains. Thermal strain is calculated from the coefficient of thermal expansion/contraction 
and temperature gradient, using Equation 4.2 [91]. 
 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡ℎ + 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 (4.1) 
 {𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡ℎ} = {𝛼𝛼}∆𝜕𝜕, (4.2) 
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where, {𝛼𝛼} is the coefficient of thermal expansion, ∆𝜕𝜕 is the temperature differnece. the 
elastic strain, {𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡} is calculated from the total strain, {𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡} by deducting thermal 
strain, {𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡ℎ} and plastic strain, {𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡} by Equation 4.3.  
The stress is calculated using Equation 3.4, 
 {𝜀𝜀} = [𝐷𝐷]{𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡} (4.4) 
In the above Equation 4.4, The stress follows the linear relationship of stress-strain 
(Hooke’s law) and is calculated with the elastic strain and  [𝐷𝐷], the material stiffness 
matrix. {𝜀𝜀} is the stress tensor coming from material constraints and other boundary 
conditions such as holding chuck. The plastic strain is calculated using bilinear rate-
independent von Mises plasticity [55]. Von Mises plasticity follows basically three 
general flow rules [51] of elastic-plastic material including, isotropic, kinematic and 
mixed plasticity, as mentioned in section 1.4. In this study, both isotropic and kinematic 
plasticity rules have been applied separately for determining plastic strain and compare 
the effects on residual stress. The schematic diagrams of yield surface evolution during 
both isotropic and kinematic plasticity have been presented in Figure 4.3. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4. 3 Schematic representation of the evolutiona of yield surface in the principle 
stresses space during (a) isotropic and (b) kinematic plasticity rule 
 {𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡} = {𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡} − {𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡ℎ} − {𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡}, (4.3) 
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The equavalent plastic stress is calculated following the Equations 4.5 and 4.6. 
For isotropic plasticity, 
 𝑒𝑒�𝜀𝜀𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 , 𝜅𝜅�𝜀𝜀𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝 �� = 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒�𝜀𝜀𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖� − 𝜀𝜀𝑢𝑢�𝜀𝜀𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝 � = 0, (4.5) 
and for kinematic plasticity, 
 𝑒𝑒�𝜀𝜀𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ,𝛼𝛼𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖�𝜀𝜀𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝�� = 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒�𝜀𝜀𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 − 𝛼𝛼𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖�𝜀𝜀𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 �� − 𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎 = 0, (4.6) 
where, σs is initial yield strength, σe is von Mises stress, σf is the new yield stress evolved 
due to the plastic strain increment εijp, 𝜅𝜅 is the work-hardening parameter and αij is called 
the back stress which is resulted in because of the translation of yield surface in kinematic 
plasticity. In practical cases, most metals and alloys show combined behaviour in case of 
plastic deformation [92]. ANSYS follows an iterative algorithm to calculate plastic strain, 
for details see the ref. [93]. 
4.2.1 2D FEM thermomechanical model set-up 
The circular cross-section of the cylindrical sample, shown in Figure 3.5a in chapter 3, 
has been taken as the geometry for the transient 2D FEM thermomechanical modelling. 
The diameter of the circular section is 10 mm. The direct coupling technique has been 
used to create the thermomechanical effect. In coupling method, the output temperature 
distribution of thermal analysis is used as input for structural analysis as thermal loads. 
Plane 223 element type is selected for the FEM analysis. This element type has direct 
coupling effect where the thermal and structural both analyses are run simultaneously 
which saves simulation time. The weak coupling is set prior to the analysis to establish 
one directional dependancy among the degrees of freedom (Temperature, Displacements 
in X and Y directions), which means only temperature distribution from the thermal 
analysis dictates the displacement of the material in structural analysis. Plane 223 is a 
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higher order element with 8 nodes and up to 4 degrees of freedom. Higher order element 
means, it has middle nodes which can calculate very small deflection with better accuracy 
and useful for meshing non-linear geometry like circle or cylinder. It is compatible for 
simulating elastic, plastic deformation and large deflection of metals and alloys. The 
circular geometry has been meshed using quadratic shaped of Plane 223 element. The 
outer area along circumference has been meshed with fine elements and inner area with 
coarse mesh (see Figure 3.5a). The total number of elements in this model is 9444 and 
nodes is 29173 (because of the middle nodes).  For this transient thermomechanical 
analysis, the length of the time step has been taken 1×10-6 s considering the short 
residence time (0.15 ms). Constant heat flux calculated from Equation 3.6 has been 
applied as the thermal boundary condition, which ultimately has been applied as 
temperature gradient for strucutral analysis. The convection and radiation losses have 
been ignored as the beam lasts for very brief period and irradiates locally over a tiny small 
area. For structural boundary condition, the centre of the circular model has constrained 
to prevent free rigid-body motion as in [75,94]. That means the displacement of central 
node in both X and Y direction has been set to zero. This minimum fixation of the model 
has been considered in order to induce residual stress by thermal loads rather from 
overconstraint model [94]. Temperature dependant physical and mechanical properties of 
H13 tool steel have been input in the analysis. The values of density, thermal conductivity, 
specific heat are taken from the Table 3.4 put in chapter 3. The temperature dependent 
thermal expansion coefficient is listed in Table 4.1. 
Table 4. 1 Temperature dependent thermal expansion coefficient of H13 tool steel [87] 
For elastic and plastic phenomena Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, yield strength and 
tangent modulus of H13 tool steel are also considered. These properties have been taken 
Temperature, K 298 373 673 873 1073 1273 1473 1673 1873 
Coefficient of thermal 
expansion, ×10-6K-1 
10.3 11.2 12.1 12.7 12.9 13.6 14.1 14.2 14.2 
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from the literature and plotted in a graph against temperature [87]. Figure 4.4 shows in 
graph, the variation of those mechanical properties with temperature.  
 
Figure 4. 4 Temperature dependent Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, yield strength 
and tangent modulus of H13 tools steels input in the model [89] 
The 2D thermomechanical model of H13 tool steel has been conducted for 200 and 300 
W laser power at 0.2 mm beam width and 0.15 ms residence time. Temperature change 
rate, stress and strain have been predicted from this 2D transient thermomechanical 
model. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Temperature change rate, dT/dt 
The temperature change rate (dT/dt) has been calculated in ANSYS time-history post-
processor. The data dT/dt for a point (centre of the heat source) on the surface has been 
plotted against time in Figure 4.5. The rate of heating at 200 W power is almost linear 
over the heating period. However, it slightly varies after 0.124 ms when the surface 
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temperature reaches the melting point at power 300 W. This change might be numerical, 
as in ANSYS thermal properties beyond the melting point (1727 K) has been kept almost 
constant for H13 tool steel. Sharp cooling has been noticed just after removing heat source 
at 0.15 ms. Temperature has dropped very quickly almost within 0.003 ms. A large 
thermal gradient is obvious at that time. After that, the rate of cooling has been decreased 
because of the reduction in temperature difference between heated area and bulk. The 
heating rates have been calculated 1.05×107 Ks-1 and 2.18×107 Ks-1 and cooling rates 
6.65×107 Ks-1 and 1.51×108 Ks-1 for the laser power 200 W and 300 W respectively. The 
high temperature gradients (1603-298) K =1305 K, (2459-298) K =2161 K for 
corresponding laser power 200 W, 300 W and higher cooling rates indicate the presence 
of thermal residual stress in the system [46]. 
 
Figure 4. 5 Temperature change rate (dT/dt) vs. time plot for 200 W and 300 W laser 
power 
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4.3.2 Stress and strain 
Stress vs. time 
The stress in both X (σXtotal) and Y (σYtotal) directions have been plotted against time for 
two different power levels 200 W and 300 W applying two different plasticity models. 
The purpose of this study is to realise the nature of the stress generated in the system due 
to temperature gradient. Besides, the relation of laser power and plasticity models with 
the level of stress after the treatment has been observed. Figure 4.6 illustrates stresses 
predicted for 200 W laser power. The value of σYtotal stress has been scaled up 100 times 
as it is smaller than σXtotal value. Therefore, X-directional stress has predominant effect 
on the modified surface. Both stresses have been taken from the surface where maximum 
temperature has been achieved, which is in the centre of line heat source (see Figure 3.5a). 
During heating, σXtotal is compressive shown in Figure 4.6a. After 0.15 ms when cooling 
started, this stress has transformed to tensile stress. The Y-directional stress, σYtotal, is also 
in compression during heating time. After cooling, σYtotal also has transformed to the 
tensile state, but in a very fluctuating manner. This fluctuation could be because of the 
change of material properties at high temperature and mesh quality. Over the heating 
period, both σXtotal and σYtotal have started increasing and it goes to a maximum 
compressive value at 0.07 ms. Then both stresses have decreased until the maximum 
surface temperature has reached at 0.15 ms. At the onset of cooling the stresses have 
transformed to the tensile nature and become stable when surface cooled down. In case 
of kinematic model shown in Figure 4.6b, the trend has been repeated by both σXtotal and 
σYtotal in lower values. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4. 6 X and Y directional normal stress distribution with time at 200 W laser 
power from (a) isotropic and (b) kinematic plasticity models 
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For 300 W laser power σXtotal and σYtotal have been plotted over time in Figure 4.7 for both 
isotropic and kinematic models. The trend of both stress distributions is same as 200 W 
power. The value for maximum X-directional compressive stress during heating has 
slightly increased from 649 MPa to 686 MPa. However, after cooling at 0.55 ms, the σXtotal 
on the surface has increased significantly to 2340 MPa which is beyond the yield strength 
of H13 tool steel (1280 MPa). Therefore, with increasing laser power stresses are 
increasing. The X-axis stress has predominating effect on the modified surface. For 
isotropic model tensile stress increment is significantly higher than the kinematic model.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4. 7 X and Y directional normal stress distribution with time at 300 W laser 
power from (a) isotropic and (b) kinematic plasticity models 
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 The compressive to tensile transformation of the resultant stress can be explained by 
simple relation with thermal strain. A schematic representation of the stress generation 
mechanism has been illustrated in Figure 4.8.  
(a) Heating stage 
 
(b) Cooling stage 
Figure 4. 8 Mechanism of stress generation on the surface in (a) X and (b) Y direction 
based on thermal expansion coefficient and temperature gradient principle 
Figure 4.8a shows the compressive stress generation on the surface during heating stage. 
At this stage, the heated surface area tends to expand because of temperature gradient and 
thermal expansion coefficient. The expansion will be from every direction because of 
linear thermal expansion coefficient. If an element is taken from the surface denoted by 
the red rectangular box in Figure 4.8a, then the right-hand side picture shows that in both 
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X and Y dimensions material is expanding. In Y direction, the material located on the 
free surface expands more because it does not have any obstacle on top of it. However, 
in the X direction, the heated part will expand less because the displacement will be 
restricted by the cold material next to it. Thus, in Figure 4.8a it is shown that +∆𝑦𝑦 is 
greater than +∆𝑒𝑒. This displacement creates strain in both X and Y direction which 
eventually apply force outwardly due to the material bonding. The response of this 
outward force due to temperature gradient results into compressive stresses in both X and 
Y directions. The magnitude of Y direction compressive stress is less because of the free 
surface. On the other hand, the X directional compressive stress shows higher value due 
to material constraint. Similarly, Figure 4.8b illustrates the tensile stress generation at 
cooling stage. During cooling material tends to contract inwardly. As a result, the cold 
part obstructs the contraction due to the bonding. In Y direction, the free surface has less 
obstacles than the X direction materials. Therefore, the Y directional stress is lower than 
the X directional tensile stress. Similar concept was found in a conceptual model of 
developing residual stress for laser cladding process [95]. Increasing laser power elevates 
peak temperature and consequently thermal gradient increases. The thermal expansion 
coefficient follows proportional relationship with temperature. Thus, in isotropic model, 
the magnitude of both X and Y directional stresses have increases with laser power. 
However, as the current model calculates stress following the thermo-elastic-plastic 
constitutive law, further investigation will be carried out to understand the effect of 
separate strain components on the stress. In the kinematic model, correlation between 
total stress of the modified surface and laser power is also proportional. However, due to 
the shift strain of the evolved yield surface the stress has reduced value than the isotropic 
model. Figure 4.8 is the simplified conception of thermal stress generation on the 
modified surface in LSG. However, there may have some effects of Poisson ratio and 
plastic strain increments theory on the residual stress generation. This is the limitation of 
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the current thermomechanical model which will be overcome by 3D extension of the 
model and further analysis.  
Strain vs. time 
The total strain for X (εXtotal) and Y (εYtotal) directions versus time has been illustrated in 
Figure 4.9. Both X and Y directional strains have increased as heating progressed and 
reached to the maximum values when surface achieved the peak temperature at 0.15 ms. 
After cooling both directional strains have decreased. The magnitude of the εYtotal is higher 
than the εXtotal which is already described in Figure 4.8. Therefore, εYtotal has higher value 
due to the larger displacement allowed by the free surface, while εXtotal shows lower value 
due to the material constraint. The peak value of both X and Y directional strains have 
increased with laser power at 0.15 ms. At 300 W laser power both εXtotal and εYtotal 
fluctuates during the transition period from heating and cooling. The fluctuation is mainly 
caused by the material properties input in the analysis. The correct relationship of material 
properties during transition of solid to liquid transformation is important to know for 
better accuracy. It is also observed that strain in X-direction is smaller than the Y-
direction. The magnitudes of both directional strains are slightly higher in case of 
isotropic model than kinematic.  
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(a) 
  
(b) 
Figure 4. 9 X and Y directional normal strain vs. time at 200 W laser power from (a) 
isotropic and (b) kinematic plasticity models 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4. 10 X and Y directional normal strain vs. time at 300 W laser power from (a) 
isotropic and (b) kinematic plasticity models 
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Stress vs. distance from the surface to centre  
Figure 4.11 and 4.12 present σXtotal along distance from surface to centre of the circular 
model for 200 W and 300 W laser powers respectively. Both isotropic and kinematic 
plasticity models have been examined for each laser power. During heating, when surface 
is at peak temperature at 0.15 ms, the σXtotal on the surface is in compression for the 
maximum expansion of the surface material. Therefore, the underneath materials go in 
tension due to the bonding with surface material. Similar trend was reported for laser 
cladding of H13 tool steel substrate at laser power 2200 W, beam width 3 mm, scan speed 
200 mm.min-1 [54]. During cooling, the surface experiences highest tensile stress because 
of the contraction. The underneath material then goes in to compression. The concept 
mentioned in Figure 4.8 has reflected in the numerical data of stress distribution through 
the depth. In Figure 4.11a isotropic model shows that, highest compressive stress 
achieved 532 MPa at 0.024 mm depth from the surface at heating. The highest tensile 
stress is 108 MPa on the surface after cooling. Isotropic and kinematic models show same 
pattern over heating and cooling at laser power 200 W. The values of tensile and 
compressive stresses are slightly lower in kinematic case, shown in Figure 4.11b. For the 
laser power 300 W and isotropic model (Figure 4.12a), the highest compressive stress 
577 MPa is achieved at 0.036 mm depth during heating. However, after cooling period at 
0.55 ms, the surface gets 2340 MPa tensile stress, which is significantly higher than the 
yield strength of H13. For kinematic model shown in Figure 4.12a, σXtotal on the surface 
decreases to 800 MPa than the isotropic case. The highest compressive stress is 550 MPa 
at 0.036 mm depth, almost same as isotropic case. Therefore, stress on surface after 
cooling increases with laser power for both isotropic and kinematic plasticity models. The 
isotropic models give higher value than the kinematic but showed same trend. This is due 
to the evolution of yielding which may increase proportionally with thermal gradient 
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resulting into higher residual stress in isotropic case, whereas in kinematic model, the 
surface stress reduced due to the shift strain of yield surface. 
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Figure 4. 11 Stresses in X direction (σXtotal) vs. distance from surface to centre during 
from the (a) isotropic and (b) kinematic models at 200 W laser power after both heating 
(0.15 ms) and cooling (0.55 ms)   
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4. 12 Stresses in X direction (σXtotal) vs. distance from surface to centre during 
from the (a) isotropic and (b) kinematic models at 200 W laser power after both heating 
(0.15 ms) and cooling (0.55 ms)  
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4.3.3 Prediction of crack formation 
The equivalent stress, σe (von Misses stress), is an important indicator to understand the 
crack formation of the sample surface due to the residual stresses developed during LSG 
treatment. Figure 4.13 depicts equivalent von Mises stress of a point on surface (centre 
of the projected beam, see Figure 3.5a) over processing time for various power levels. In 
this plane stress model, the equivalent stress is reflecting the value of σXtotal as the X-axis 
stress has significantly higher value than the Y-axis stress. The important aspect of this 
graph is to examine the highest tensile stress reaching after cooling at 0.55 ms for four 
power levels shown in Table 4.2. Therefore, the lowest tensile stress has been observed 
108 MPa for 200 W. Highest tensile stress 2340 MPa has been achieved at highest laser 
power 300 W, which is beyond the yield strength of H13 (1280 MPa) showing crack 
formation tendency. The two intermediate laser powers 220 W and 250 W have shown 
respectively 992 MPa and 1600 MPa. Therefore, the residual stress in the laser modified 
surface can cross the yield point if the operated laser power during LSG process is set 
within 220 W to 250 W. Thus, the present developed thermomechanical model can be 
used to optimise the laser power to avoid crack formation on the laser glazed surface. For 
kinematic rule, the equivalent stress distribution followed similar trend like isotropic 
model with variable laser power. However, the tensile stresses generated after cooling 
have given lower value given in the Table 4.2. Therefore, the isotropic plasticity model 
gives higher value than the kinematic model which also reported in [51].  
Table 4. 2 The equivalent Mises stress for different power levels and plasticity models 
Laser power, W σe, MPa (isotropic) σe, MPa (kinematic) 
200 108 90 
220 992 368 
250 1600 684 
300 2340 800 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4. 13 Variation in the equivalent von Mises stress (σe) over time for the (a) 
isotropic and (b) kinematic plasticity models for different laser powers 
4.4 Summary 
A 2D thermomechanical coupled model of LSG for H13 tool steel has been successfully 
developed. The model can predict thermo-elasto-plastic residual stress based on 
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temperature gradient approach. The model has been conducted for 200 W and 300 W 
laser power with constant 0.2 mm beam width and 0.15 ms residence time.  Plastic part 
of residual stress has been modelled for two different rate-independent plasticity theory, 
isotropic and kinematic. Results have shown that at peak temperature surface has 
experienced compressive stress and it has turned to tensile stress after cooling. The X-
axis stress shows significantly higher value than the Y-axis stress, thus, is predominant 
in the system. The total stresses in both X and Y directions has increases with increasing 
laser power in both plasticity models. However, Isotropic model gave higher values of X 
and Y directional stresses than the kinematic model. The total strain increments for both 
X and Y directions are proportional to the temperature rise. The Y-directional strain is 
higher than the X-directional strain. Both isotropic and kinematic models have given 
same strain value for different laser powers. After cooling, the X-axis stress becomes 
tensile on the surface and changes to compressive along the depth inside from surface. 
The von Mises equivalent stress on surface after cooling increases with laser power. Laser 
powers 250 W and 330 W give the stress respective 1600 MPa and 2340 MPa which are 
above the yield strength of H13 steel for isotropic model. For kinematic model, highest 
von Mises stress has achieved 800 MPa at 300 W which is below the yield strength. To 
decide the applicability of plasticity models will need validation of stress measurement 
of LSG treated surface part. However, to understand the residual stress generation 
mechanism and selecting laser parameter windows, the FEM model will be the useful 
way along with experimental method.  
 
------X------ 
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Chapter 5 
Parametric study of the LSG model 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a parametric study has been carried out with the developed FEM thermal 
model of LSG for metallic materials. Initially, the 3D thermal model with cylindrical 
geometry and uniform heat source has been analysed by varying laser power for both H13 
tool steel and Ti6Al4V alloy. Then this 3D thermal model for Ti6AL4V alloy has been 
optimised for two surface and volumetric heat source models.  
5.1.1 Laser surface glazing of Ti6Al4V alloy 
Since 1930, Ti6Al4V alloy is introduced as a bio-implants material [96] for its high 
strength-to-weight ratio, good corrosion resistance [5,72,97] and better ability of joining 
bones with implants (known as Osseo-integration) [98]. These properties make Ti6Al4V 
alloy preferable as bone and dental implants [99,100], over the other biocompatible 
metallic materials such as 316L stainless steel, Cobalt and Vanadium steels [96]. 
However, the implants surface made of Ti6Al4V alloy erodes easily due to the poor 
hardness and wear resistance. The debris coming off the worn surface gets mixed with 
blood and bone cells which causes serious infection in the human body [15,101]. 
Therefore, over the last two decades, laser surface modification techniques [102–105], 
especially LSG [5,99], have been used to improve surface hardness and wear resistance 
of Ti6Al4V alloy. Comparing to other laser surface modification processes 
[102,103,105], E. Chikarakara et al. reported that LSG offered an outstanding increment 
(67%) in surface hardness of Ti6Al4V alloy than the untreated surface [5,99]. Along with 
improving hardness LSG also enhances wear, corrosion resistance and biocompatibility 
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of the treated surface. Therefore, it is important to optimise laser parameters for Ti6Al4V 
alloy to achieve required surface hardness. As surface hardness depends on the 
temperature distribution, through modelling it is easier to analyse peak surface 
temperature on the surface for variable laser parameters and can be optimised. The 
composition of Ti6Al4V alloy has been presented in Table 5.1. 
Table 5. 1 Chemical composition of Ti6Al4V alloy in %weight [44] 
Element C Si Fe O V Al Ti 
%weight 0.14 0.01 0.16 0.17 3.97 6.36 Balance 
  
 5.2 3D thermal model of LSG for different laser power 
A parametric study with varying laser power of 3D thermal model has been carried out 
for both Ti6Al4V alloy and H13 tool steel. The 3D thermal model was developed in 
chapter 3 with half-cylindrical geometry. The model was analysed with H13 tool steel for 
200W and 300W laser power with 0.2 mm beam width and 0.15 ms residence time. The 
analysis showed that more than 200 W laser power needs to initiate melting in LSG of 
H13 tool steel. In a previous experimental work of LSG for H13 tool steel reported that 
249 W laser power of CO2 pulse laser required to achieve molten zone with 0.2 mm beam 
width [3]. Then the established 3D thermal model of LSG has been utilised in this 
parametric study for different metal, Ti6Al4V alloy. Ti6Al4V alloy and H13 tool steel 
both have nearly similar melting points. However, Ti6Al4V alloy has lower thermal 
conductivity than H13 tool steel. The aim of this study is to find out the starting or 
threshold laser power required to initiate melting of both Ti6Al4V and H13 tool steel 
alloys by varying laser power within the selected range. Laser power is an important 
processing parameter for LSG process because appropriate laser power ensures the 
correct temperature distribution on the surface. This temperature distribution ultimately 
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controls the surface structure and expected level of surface hardness. Moreover, the 
required laser power will indicate the capacity of laser machine essential to process the 
specific materials.  The range of laser power has been varied from 100 W to 140 W for 
Ti6Al4V alloy and for H13 tool steel from 200 W to 240 W. The starting power for 
Ti6Al4V alloy [15] and H13 tool steel [3] has been decided from the experimental works. 
The beam width and residence time have been kept constant at 0.2 mm and 0.15 ms 
respectively for comparison between two alloys. The laser parameters used for Ti6Al4V 
alloy and H13 tool steel have been presented in Table 5.2.  
Table 5. 2 Laser parameters used for Ti6Al4V and H13 tool steel alloy 
Materials Beam width, mm Residence time, ms Laser power, W 
Ti6Al4V 0.2 0.15 100-140 
H13 tool steel 0.2 0.15 200-240 
 
The FEM model has been set up as mentioned in chapter 3. The heat flux has been 
considered constant surface heat flux with uniform heat distribution, expressed in 
Equation 5.1 for the CO2 continuous wave laser beam.  
 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 = 𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚2  (5.1) 
where, 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 is laser intensity, P is laser power, rbeam is beam radius and A is the 
absorptivity of material to the laser light. The thermo-physical properties of Ti6Al4V 
alloy has been presented in Table 5.2, whereas for H13 tool steel the physical properties 
have been given in Table 3.3 of chapter 3. 
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Table 5. 3 Thermo-physical properties of Ti6Al4V alloy as a function of temperature 
[41,72] 
Temperature, K 298 373 573 773 973 1173 1373 1573 1773 
Density, kgm-3 4420 4406 4381 4350 4324 4294 4267 4240 4205 
Thermal 
Conductivity,  
Wm-1K-1 
6.8 7.4 9.8 11.8 13.5 20.2 21 23.7 25.8 
Specific heat,  
Jkg-1K-1 
546 562 606 651 694 734 660 696 732 
 
5.2.1 Results and discussion 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the peak surface temperature against various laser power within the 
ranges selected for Ti6Al4V alloy and H13 tool steel. For Ti6Al4V alloy, laser power 
100 W gives 1670 K which is below the melting point. With increasing laser power, the 
peak surface temperature has increased. From Figure 5.1, it is observed that at 130W 
Ti6Al4V alloy attains 1938 K peak surface temperature which is just above the melting 
point (1933 K). Similarly, H13 tool steel has achieved 1669 K surface peak temperature 
at 200 W laser power that is below the melting point. At laser power 210 W, temperature 
has risen to 1735 K peak surface temperature above the melting point (1727 K). This 
study shows the ranges of laser power level more precisely to occur melting in the surface 
for both Ti6Al4V alloy and H13 tool steel at 0.15 ms residence time. Moreover, the 
threshold laser power has also been identified which helps to straightforwardly decide 
operating laser power during the experiment. However, this range of laser power can be 
changed by altering residence time. With increasing residence time, the lower laser power 
can give higher surface peak temperature. For instance, in a previous experimental work 
of LSM of Ti6AL4V alloy melting occurred at 100 W laser power for 2.16 ms residence 
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time [15]. The effect of residence time of LSG will be accomplished in future work with 
this 3D model.  
 
Figure 5. 1 Variation of peak temperature at different laser powers from the 3D FEM 
thermal model of Ti6Al4V alloy and H13 tool steel using surface heat flux 
Figure 5.1 shows that with increasing laser power peak surface temperature is increasing. 
The higher peak temperature, the larger the molten area which will give higher depth of 
modified layers from LSG. from the linear relationship with laser power and peak 
temperature, it is understood that laser power above 140 W will increase peak temperature 
linearly for Ti6Al4V alloy. Similarly, above 240 W laser power H13 tool steel will attain 
higher surface peak temperature which is obvious in the analysis at 300 W laser power 
presented in chapter 3. Therefore, this parametric study will be helpful to determine the 
starting parameters and regulate peak temperature, depth of modified layers by optimising 
laser parameters for LSG. 
This study also shows that the correlation of the physical properties of material with the 
operating laser power in LSG process. Figure 5.1 shows that, although Ti6Al4V alloy has 
higher melting point, surface melting of this alloy occurs at lower laser power. On the 
other hand, the surface of the H13 tool steel melts down at higher laser power instead of 
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having lower melting point. The reason behind this can be explained with the thermal 
diffusivity α (m2s-1) for those materials [84]. Thermal diffusivity, 𝛼𝛼 = 𝑘𝑘
𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃
, which is the 
ratio of the thermal conductivity, k, and the product of the specific heat, CP, and density, 
ρ, of the material. The thermal diffusivities are calculated 2.9×10-6 m2s-1 for Ti6Al4V 
alloy and 8.6×10-6 m2s-1 H13 tool steel. Ti6Al4V alloy has lower thermal conductivity 
than the H13 tool steel. Low thermal conductivity causes lower rate of heat diffusion 
through the material. This helps to accumulate heat locally resulting into higher surface 
temperature at lower heat flux as well as lower laser power. Therefore, material with 
lower thermal conductivity needs lower power to operate in LSG which is also revealed 
in [106]. This thermal model of LSG will help to select type of laser machine, high power 
or low power required for processing based on material type. 
5.3 3D thermal model for different heat source 
In this section, the 3D FEM thermal model has been conducted for Ti6Al4V alloy for two 
different types of heat source. The 3D half-cylinder has been taken as the model geometry 
as shown in Figure 3.5b. The laser heat source has been considered as CO2 laser in 
continuous wave mode of 10.6 µm wavelength. The heat flux from the laser beam has 
been assumed to have Gaussian distribution of TEM00 mode. The thermo-physical 
properties, thermal conductivity and density have been applied from Table 5.2, but the 
values for specific heat has been modified considering the latent heat of fusion to include 
phase change (solid to molten) as in [19]. The model has been conducted using two types 
of heat source mentioned in following sub-sections for 100-300 W laser power. The 
starting range of laser power has been chosen 100 W because, a previous experimental 
study reported surface melting of Ti6Al4V alloy at that power for laser modification [15]. 
The beam width and residence time have been kept constant at 0.2 mm and 0.15 ms 
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respectively. The surface heat flux expressed in Equation 5.9 is applied in FEM model 
with SF command and the volumetric heat load with BF command. 
5.3.1 Surface heat source 
The surface heat source is assumed where heat flux is distributed on the surface over 
cross-sectional area of the projected beam. This is due to the absorption of the heat flux 
limited on the surface, the energy cannot penetrate inside the material. The limited 
absorption is due to the high reflection of laser beam for metals and alloys [31]. The 
Gaussian surface heat source is expressed in Equation 5.2 [43]. 
 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚(𝑒𝑒,𝑦𝑦) = 2𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�−2�𝑥𝑥02+𝑦𝑦02�𝑚𝑚2 � (5.2) 
where, Qlaser is heat flux or laser intensity, P is laser power, r is beam radius, A is the 
absorptivity and (𝑒𝑒0,𝑦𝑦0) is the origin of the spherical beam on the surface. The value of 
the absorptivity of Ti6Al4V alloy is taken 0.4 considering the flat surface absorption at 
10.6 μm wavelength [73].  
5.3.2 Volumetric heat source 
The volumetric heat source is considered when the laser beam penetrated beneath the 
surface by over a certain volume following the Beer-lambert’s law. The heat flux or laser 
intensity distribution of a Gaussian volumetric heat source is expressed in Equation 5.3 
[19]. 
 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚(𝑒𝑒,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧) = 6𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃
𝜋𝜋√𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟3
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
�
−3�(𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥0)2+(𝑦𝑦−𝑦𝑦0)2+(𝜕𝜕−𝜕𝜕0)2�
𝑚𝑚2
�,    (5.3) 
where, 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚(𝑒𝑒,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧) is laser intensity as volumetric heat load, P is laser power, r is beam 
radius, A is the absorptivity and (𝑒𝑒0,𝑦𝑦0, 𝑧𝑧0) is the origin of the spherical beam. 
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5.3.3 Results and discussion 
The Time-temperature plot of this model at laser power 200W has been presented in 
Figure 5.2. Surface peak temperature has varied significantly for surface and volumetric 
heat load. Peak temperature for surface heat load has been obtained 4997 K which is 
significantly higher than the melting point (1933 K) of Ti6Al4V alloy. On the contrary, 
volumetric heat load has shown 1662 K peak temperature below the melting point. Laser 
power 100 W and 200 W were insufficient to raise temperature for volumetric heat load. 
The study has showed that application of volumetric heat load requires higher laser power 
than the surface heat load.  
 
Figure 5. 2 Variation in temperature distribution for surface heat source and volumetric 
heat source at 200 W laser power for Ti6Al4V alloy 
5.4 Summary 
The parametric study of 3D thermal model of LSG has shown that this thermal model can 
be a useful tool in selecting process parameters for LSG for different metallic materials. 
The threshold laser power to initiate melting for H13 tool steel and Ti6Al4V alloy are 
210 W and 130 W respectively using uniform heat source. There is no account found on 
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the suitability of surface heat source or volumetric heat source for LSG thermal modelling 
in the literature. Therefore, in this present work a parametric study has been carried out 
with both types of heat source. The results have shown that for volumetric heat load 
requires higher laser power than the surface heat load. Further analysis will be carried out 
to conclude the appropriate heat source model in order to improve the accuracy of LSG 
thermal model.  
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Chapter 6 
Application of LSG thermal model in quenching 
and tempering 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the developed FEM thermal model of LSG will be applied in similar 
surface treatment of structural steel. The quenching and tempering stage of 
thermomechanical hot rolling treatment produce dual phase steel for the application in 
the structural industries as high strength structural steel. The motto of this chapter is to 
verify the developed thermal model methodology in similar field of thermal treatment of 
metals and alloys. 
6.1.1 Quenching and Tempering in TMT 
Thermomechanical treatment or TMT is an advanced hot rolling treatment to produce 
high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels with severe degree of deformation. The purpose of 
this process is to produce structural steel having very small grain size (2.5-50 μm) which 
renders very high strength with a little amount of carbon content (0.05 to 0.16 %) [107–
109]. In TMT process quenching and tempering stage is integrated to produce dual phase 
steel with harder case and softer core of a rolled steel bar. The quenching step consists of 
a flow of water jet with a certain pressure and temperature along the surface of the rolled 
product right after last pass of rolling. This is happened in a closed chamber where the 
long product is kept in higher temperature (1200 °C or 1000 °C), above austenitic 
transformation temperature and allowed to pass for a few seconds. The surface 
temperature is suddenly dropped due to the quenching effect by convection and radiation 
heat transfer. A large thermal gradient between surface and inside core is caused leading 
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to the conduction of heat from core to the surface. This causes tempering of the surface 
which is called self-tempering. The austenite to martensite phase transformation occurs 
in the surface and sub-surface area due to cooling at faster rate than critical cooling rates. 
These martensites are decomposed to tempered martensites in the self-tempering stage. 
The austenites in the core cool down slowly and are transformed into ferrites and pearlites. 
A schematic diagram was illustrated in Figure 6.1 describing the quenching and 
tempering of TMT process. 
 
Figure 6. 1 Schematic diagram of quenching and tempering in TMT process after last 
rolling pass 
6.1.2 Structure of TMT steel 
The structure of TMT treated bar composed of three distinct zones of different 
microstructures and properties. These three zones are respectively a hard outer case, soft 
core and between two zones a transition area of having mixed structures and properties. 
High strength and hardness come from the outer case and soft core renders ductility which 
in combination improve the toughness of the reinforcing bars. Due to high hardness in 
outer surface TMT bar has good fatigue resistance. Generally in the structural application 
like constructing high rise building, marine structures and fire resistant structures, TMT 
treated  steel bars are being used in a large scale [110–112]. 
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The depth of case and the microstructures play vital role in the ultimate properties of TMT 
processed bar [111,113]. The temperature after last pass of rolling and equalization 
temperature or tempering temperature is very important in deciding the microstructures 
of case and core. The depth of case depends on the impingement density of quenchant 
medium, temperature of quenchant, and time of quenching. Impingement density defines 
total mass of quenchant sprayed on surface per unit area and time. All these parameters 
need to be optimised to attain required case depth, microstructures, and properties of TMT 
bars. 
6.1.3 Previous relevant modelling works 
There are some modelling works using analytical and numerical approach been conducted 
for quenching and tempering heat treatment processes for steels [114–119]. In early of 
the millennium, a mathematical model of quenching process of low Cr steel was done 
following finite volume method. In this simulation a transient cooling phase is modelled 
with hardening mechanism to predict cooling rates. This cooling rates is further used by 
Jominy end quench method to determine hardness for that steel. Microstructure and 
mechanical properties of this quenched steel were also predicted based on hardness and 
chemical composition. The accuracy of the estimated data from this numerical modelling 
is not mentioned in this study [114]. Later in 2006, a detail finite element (FE) modelling 
was done for quenching process for cylindrical sample to predict temperature fields, phase 
evolution, residual stress, and hardness distributions. The newly developed modelling 
technique was verified by 2-D analytical modelling of transient heat transfer problems 
and end-quench test using P20 steel. In this study metallo-thermo-mechanical coupled 
model was developed to predict temperature, phase transformation and stress or strain 
through numerical code in computer software [115]. Another FEM modelling was 
performed for quenching of steel in water with asymmetric model. This work 
concentrated on the effects of eccentric geometry on the residual stress distribution when 
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subjected to quenching process. The FEM model was implemented in a commercial finite 
element analysis (FEA) software MSC.MARC® by user subroutine. This work was 
verified by experimental characterisation using XRD technique to measure residual stress 
[116]. To get accurate data in quenching modelling, to input correct values of heat transfer 
coefficient and heat flux as boundary condition are important. An in-house modelling 
software (HT-mod) was developed using combination of finite element and finite 
difference methods which can predict the thermal phenomena and phase transformation 
of quenching 4140 steel in vegetable oil medium. Most popular FEM commercial 
software ABAQUS was also used along with HT-mod to predict residual stress 
distribution for 2D model [117]. Another finite element code was developed for 
quenching and tempering process for J55 steel which can predict temperature history, 
microstructure development and residual stress concentration in steel after quenching and 
tempering [118]. any finite element modelling (FEM) simulation of TMT process with 
quenching and self-tempering stage was not found in the literature. A technical research 
report states that there are some modelling works carried out of thermomechanical 
process to produce long product by hot rolling, warm rolling [120]. In this report a 
description of modelling techniques of microstructure or austenite phase structure 
evolution, the effects of deformation on microstructures for hot rolling of steels and other 
alloys was presented from different individual works. The validation, applications and 
needs of new modelling techniques were also reported. No works mentioned about the 
modelling of TMT technique after hot rolling to produce high strength structural steel. 
Therefore, in this study a FEM model of quenching and tempering stage of TMT steel bar 
has been developed following the methodology developed for thermal model of LSG in 
previous chapters. Due to the quenching and tempering stage the TMT steel bar attain 
dual composite structure including hard outer case and soft inner core similar to the LSG 
process. The FEM model of quenching and tempering will predict the case depth of the 
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TMT treated structural steel cylindrical bar and will be compared with experimentally 
measured case depth of the TMT treated steel bar with same chemical composition and 
geometry. The purpose of developing the quenching and tempering model is to verify the 
methodology used in LSG thermal model development. 
6.2 Methodology 
6.2.1 Materials selection 
In the structural application the high strength reinforcement bars usually made of low 
carbon (C) steel (0.16-0.18 %wt. of C) [112] are used for the need of high ductility and 
toughness. Therefore, in this model a low alloy carbon steel was considered as materials 
properties. The diameter and length of the steel cylinder is set to 20 mm following an 
experimental work done in TMT structural steel bars for the model analysis [111].  
6.2.2 Principle of quenching and tempering model 
The principle of quenching and tempering processes follows the first law of energy 
conservation and Fourier’s heat conduction rule mentioned in Equation 6.1 [115,116]. It 
is a transient heat transfer process without mass transfer effect as no molten state is 
present. 
 
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑒𝑒
�𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑒𝑒
� + 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦
�𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦
� = 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣  (6.1) 
where, ρ, Cp, and k are the density, specific heat, thermal conductivity respectively of the 
material given as a function of temperature T and t is time. 
The boundary conditions in the thermal analysis is the convection due to the difference 
in temperature in the film of quenching medium and the surface of the rolled bar written 
in Equation 6.2. 
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 𝜕𝜕𝑆𝑆 = ℎ(𝜕𝜕𝑎𝑎 − 𝜕𝜕∞) (6.2) 
here, Ts, T∞, and h are respectively surface temperature, quenchant temperature, and 
temperature dependant heat transfer coefficient. The percentage of heat loss due to 
radiation from the boundary of the bar is very small. Therefore, the radiation boundary 
condition is ignored for this analysis. The symmetry and other surface which are not in 
contact with the quenchant is considered adiabatic, that means, there are no heat transfer 
from the boundary to the environment [121]. 
6.2.3 FEM model set-up 
A 3D cylinder of 20 mm for both diameter and length was taken as geometry for the 
simulation of quenching and tempering process of structural steel bars using ANSYS 
mechanical APDL. For meshing, Solid 70, 8 node brick element has been selected as in 
chapter 3. Solid 70 has temperature degree of freedom (DOF) for each node and hence 
mathematically economic. Figure 6.2 has illustrated the cylindrical geometry and meshed 
model. Hexahedral element shape has been chosen for meshing. The total number of 
elements is 48000 which is selected from a mesh convergence study (See Appendix A2). 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6. 2 (a) The cylindrical geometry of TMT steel bar and (b) the meshed model 
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The temperature dependant physical properties of structural steel and film coefficient 
value shown in Figure 6.2 has been applied in the model. The value of film coefficient, 
hf, for convection heat transfer in water medium during quenching was calibrated through 
the modelling for required level of cooling rate. Usually the value of hf for forced 
convection in water medium remains in the range of 1000-15000 Wm-2K-1 [122]. In TMT 
process the pressure of water jet and temperature decides the appropriate value of 
convection film coefficient. In this case simulation process plays a vital role to decide 
film coefficient rather than measuring experimentally.  
 
Figure 6. 3 Temperature dependant physical properties of structural steel taken from 
literature [123–125] 
6.3 Results and discussion 
6.3.1 Temperature distribution and cooling rate 
The temperature isotherm of the cylinder for different time during quenching has been 
presented in Figure 6.3. When the rolled product crosses the last strand of rolling, in case 
of TMT process, the temperature of the rolled bar is kept around 1200°C in the austenite 
phase region. It is assumed here that the rolled product takes 0.1 second from last strand 
of roller to enter the quenching box.
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(a) 
 
(c) 
 
(b) 
 
(d) 
Figure 6. 4 Temperature distribution (a) just before the rolled bar subjected to 
quenching at 0.1 sec, (b) just after quenching starts at 0.3 sec, (c) at the middle of the 
quenching stage at 1.1 sec, and (d) just after the quenching finish at 2.1 sec 
In Figure 6. 4a, it is observed that the temperatures of the surface and centre of the sample 
are same. When it enters the quenching box due to cold water flow at the high pressure 
the surface temperature of the bar drops within a moment. Figure 6. 4Figure 6.4b shows 
that the temperature of surface drops to 771.57 °C at 0.3 seconds which is just after 
quenching started. The temperature inside the bar is still very high around 1140 °C at that 
moment. Similarly, Figure 6. 4c and Figure 6. 4d presents the temperature distribution 
from surface to centre of the bar at time 1.1 sec and 2.1 sec during quenching. Quenching 
lasts for only 2 sec in this analysis. Therefore, final temperatures of surface and centre of 
the bar just after the quenching are achieved respectively 478.7 °C and 803.8 °C (See 
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Figure 6. 4d). Thus, from the simulation results temperature distribution at different time 
during the quenching process can be analysed. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6. 5 Temperature variation along (a) radial and (b) axial distance of the bar 
Temperature variation along the radial distance from surface to the centre and along the 
axial direction has been plotted in Figure 6.5. In the quenching stage the temperature has 
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varied from the surface to centre along the radial distance of the bar (Figure 6. 5a). The 
minimum temperature at surface after quenching is 483°C at 2.1 sec and at same time the 
core temperature remains around 878°C. However, temperatures of surface and core have 
remained equal along the axis shown Figure 6. 5b. The uniform temperature distribution 
of surface along the length is important to ensure during the practical process to maintain 
uniform properties.  
Figure 6. 6 shows time-temperature plots at different depths form surface to centre. The 
surface temperature drops quite rapidly when the quenching starts until the minimum 
temperature is achieved. Whereas the core of the bar cools slowly for almost entire 
quenching period and remains quite higher than the surface until it finishes. Therefore, a 
good temperature difference prevails between the core and the surface of the bar after 
quenching. Due to the temperature difference between core and surface, the cold surface 
is heated up again by the heat conducted from hot core. This is called the self-tempering 
stage of bar without any external heating source. This step is over when both surface and 
core achieve an equal temperature which is called equalization temperature. In this study, 
equalization temperature is achieved at around 600 °C where the quenched surface gets 
tempered. After that whole bar cools slowly to room temperature. Cooling rates have been 
calculated from the time-temperature plot. Figure 6. 6b shows cooling rates varied from 
surface to centre. The mean surface cooling rate is attained around 300°Cs-1. This rate has 
been gradually decreased and become almost half at core, 10 mm distance from surface.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6. 6 (a) Time-temperature plot at different depth and (b) mean cooling rate 
variation from surface to centre 
. 
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6.3.2 Case and core depth 
The three distinct zones attained from the quenching and tempering model have been 
depicted in Figure 6.7. The schematic diagram of the quenched and tempered steel bar 
with hard case, transition zone and soft core has been presented. The case depth and 
transition zone have been estimated 1.5 mm and 2 mm approximately based on 
differential cooling rates mentioned in Figure 6. 6b. A previously done experimental work 
characterised the case depth of 2 mm shown in Figure 6.7b. The variation in case depth 
between modelling and experimental bar is due to the difference in film coefficient, 
quenching time and last pass temperature  
 
Figure 6. 7 (a) schematic of the composite structure predicted from simulation and (b) 
experiments from literature revealed three different zones 1. Case, 2. Core, and 3. 
Transition 
6.4 Summary 
A successful attempt has been taken to simulate quenching and tempering of TMT process 
for structural steel applying the LSG thermal modelling method. Three different zones 
respectively case, core and transition have been identified from this model. This model 
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can predict the case depth, temperature distribution and cooling rates for different zones. 
Simulation results showed that the hard case occupies 19% of the total surface area of the 
TMT bar and so that of 81% for the soft core including trnasition zone. The cooling rates 
in case is higher than the core. Therefore, the possible martensitic stucture is present in 
outer case which turned into tempered martensite at tempering stage around 600°C. The 
case depth has been calculated from the model is 1.5 mm which is nearly equal to the 
experimentally measured case depth of the TMT treated steel sample with same 
checmical composition and geometry. From this study it can be concluded that FEM of 
quenching and tempering stage of TMT process is an effective way to optimise the 
process prior to the implementation for differnet materials and parameters. Thus, it can 
also be realised the FEM methodology used to develop thermal model of LSG can be 
successfully applied in similar heat treatment modelling. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and future recommendation 
7.1 Thermal modelling of LSG 
• Both 2D and 3D thermal model of LSG for H13 tool steel with cylindrical geometry 
has been successfully developed in ANSYS mechanical APDL FEM software.  
• The model predicted temperature distribution, heating, cooling rates and depth of 
the modified zone for 200 W and 300 W laser power, 0.2 mm beam width and 0.15 
ms residence time for H13 tool steel.  
•  Around 4% variation in peak surface temperature for 2D and 3D thermal model 
was observed, which is negligible. Predicted peak temperature from the numerical 
model showed well-agreement with analytical analysis. 
• The peak surface temperature, heating, cooling rates and depth of modified zone 
increased with increasing laser power.  
•  In 3D model of H13 tool steel the peak temperature was 1597 K for 200 W which 
increases to 2532 K for 300 W. Similarly, the heating and cooling rates were 
8.7×106 Ks-1 and 3.4×106 Ks-1 for 200 W laser power and the value has increased to 
1.6×107 Ks-1 and 6.5×106 Ks-1 respectively for 300 W due to the increase of 
temperature gradient. The depth of modified zone also showed proportional 
relationship with laser power. For 200 W laser power the depth was 30 μm which 
increases to 37.5 μm at 300 W predicted from 3D model. 
• Predicted temperature along the distance from surface to centre of the semi-infinite 
cylindrical model was well-agreed with the calculated temperature from the explicit 
solution of transient heat transfer for 200 W laser power, 0.2 mm beam width and 
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0.15 ms residence time.  Although the explicit solution did not show variation in 
temperature beyond certain depth (around 60 μm) from the surface regardless laser 
power and residence time. Therefore, numerical thermal model is effective and 
reliable tool in predicting temperature distribution for LSG process for different 
laser parameters. 
7.2 Parametric study of 3D LSG thermal model  
• Parametric study of 3D half-cylindrical thermal model has been carried out for H13 
tool steel and Ti6Al4V by varying laser power. Two power range from 200 W to 
240 W and from 100 W to 140 W have been selected for H13 tool steel and Ti6Al4V 
alloy to find out the threshold laser power required to occur melting in LSG by 
considering uniform heat source of CO2 laser at 0.2 mm beam width and 0.15 ms 
residence time. Study showed that 210 W and 130 W are required to initiate melting 
for H13 tool steel and Ti6Al4V alloy respectively which well-agreed with literature. 
• The developed thermal model has potential use in industry to optimise laser power 
for operating LSG process with different materials by utilising appropriate 
materials properties. 
• The effect of Gaussian distributed heat source as surface and volumetric load has 
been studied for 3D thermal modelling of LSG. Results showed that volumetric heat 
load required higher laser power to initiate melting than surface heat load because 
of the penetration of laser beam.  
7.3 Thermomechanical modelling of LSG 
• A 2D thermomechanical coupled model of LSG have been successfully developed 
to predict residual stress.  
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• The model has been conducted with H13 tool steel at 200 W and 300 W laser power 
with 0.2 mm beam width and 0.15 ms residence time for two different rate-
independent plasticity theories, isotropic and kinematic in plane stress condition. 
•  During heating surface experiences compressive stress which has turned in to 
tensile stress after cooling. Both compressive and tensile stresses increased with 
laser power increment. 
• At peak temperature surface experienced compressive stress which turned into 
tensile below the surface. After cooling the surface stress became tensile and the 
sub-surface area experienced compressive. 
• The isotropic model gave higher values of the stress than the kinematic model. 
• Surface tensile stress was significantly greater for isotropic model than for 
kinematic model at higher power level.  
• The von Mises equivalent stress attained 1600 MPa at 250 W laser power for 
isotropic model which is higher than the yield strength of H13 tool steel. For 
kinematic model the maximum value is 800 MPa and this is below the yield 
strength. 
7.4 Application of LSG thermal model in quenching and tempering 
• The thermal model of LSG has been successfully utilised to simulate quenching and 
tempering for structural steel having 20 mm diameter and length. The model 
predicted temperature distribution, cooling rates and depth of hardened case.  
• The model predicted the 1.5 mm case depth for 1200°C initial temperature, 2 s 
quenching time which agrees with previous experimental work. The hardened case 
occupied 19% of the cross-sectional area of the steel bar and 81% was left including 
core and transition zone.  
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• The cooling rate for the case was predicted 300°Cs-1 which indicated the formation 
of martensite due to quenching. This martensite is transformed into tempered 
martensite at 600°C equalisation temperature achieved. 
7.5 Future recommendations 
• The 3D LSG thermal model has been developed for stationary laser beam while in 
real process laser scans over the surface with certain velocity of the treated sample. 
Therefore, the 3D thermal model could be further developed with moving heat 
source. 
• The convection and radiation boundary conditions have been ignored in the present 
single step thermal model of LSG because of their insignificant contribution in the 
heat transfer process. However, in the moving heat source model convection plays 
a role in heat transfer at the direction of scanning laser due to advection. Therefore, 
both convection and radiation will be considered in 3D moving heat source model. 
• The laser absorptivity will vary with temperature and absorptivity increases at 
molten state. Hence, a variable absorptivity with temperature will be considered in 
future. 
• The melt pool thermodynamic will be introduced to understand the effect of 
Marangoni convection in the depth of melt pool created by LSG. 
• Laser power has been optimised for this developed thermal model of LSG for H13 
tool steel and Ti6Al4V alloy. More parametric study to optimise other important 
parameters including residence time, beam width and scanning speed will be 
conducted with additional materials. 
• Quantitative microstructure modelling for phase transformation during the LSG 
process will be added by following phase kinetics such as, Johnson-Mehl-Avrami 
equation. 
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• 3D thermal model of Ti6Al4V alloy has considered latent heat of fusion by 
adjusting specific heat value from the literature to consider phase change. The latent 
heat of fusion has significant contribution in temperature distribution. Therefore, to 
increase accuracy of the model more understanding in enthalpy method to simulate 
phase change in LSG will be required including mass flow during the transition. 
• A 3D thermomechanical model could be developed from the 2D model to increase 
accuracy in predicting residual stress. The effects of inelastic strain on the residual 
stress will be explored in more details. 
• An experimental study of LSG for H13 tool steel or Ti6Al4V alloy to measure 
surface temperature using thermocouple and high-speed camera will be carried out 
and experimental results will be used to validate the thermal model of LSG. 
• Material properties are important input in LSG modelling which ensures the 
prediction accuracy. However, appropriated and consistent temperature dependent 
material properties database is insufficient in the literature for ferrous and non-
ferrous materials. Robust and simple experimental research is important to measure 
temperature dependent physical and mechanical material properties. 
• Finally, appropriate method of surface hardness prediction will be explored and 
implemented in the LSG modelling.  
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Appendices 
A1. Theory and background 
A1.1 Principle of heat conduction in solid 
Heat conduction is a process of heat transfer through the solid mass. The famous Fourier’s 
law of heat conduction explains that the rate of heat flow inside a solid medium is 
proportional to the gradient of temperature and cross-sectional area of the medium. In 
LSG, solid-state cooling occurs due to the conduction. Because of very fast nature of the 
process and localised heating by focused laser beam, the convection and radiation terms 
of heat transfer are not significant in this case. The heat conduction in LSG is transient in 
nature which means the rate of temperature change through the solid is not constant over 
time. Therefore, the governing equation of heat transfer in LSG expressed by the first law 
of thermodynamics and Fourier’s law of conduction, is formulated as follows. 
 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢𝑣𝑣 − 𝑜𝑜𝑢𝑢𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢𝑣𝑣 = 𝑒𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒 𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 (A1.1) 
For steady-state conduction, there is no net change in rate of internal energy of the 
material and it is expressed as follows [86]. 
 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢𝑣𝑣 − 𝑜𝑜𝑢𝑢𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢𝑣𝑣 = 0 (A1.2) 
A1.2 Thermal residual stress 
Thermal residual stress is the interior stress developed in absence of any external 
mechanical force acting on the material that is undergone heat treatments. The 
temperature gradient usually acts as a force to cause displacement of the atoms and due 
to the material and support constraints (chemical bonds, clamping respectively) thermal 
residual stress generates against this atomic movement. In LSG, the steep temperature 
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gradient causes thermal residual stress on or around the surface. Thermal stress may be 
tensile or compressive nature depending on the process parameters and nature of 
constraints applied on the treated part. Sometimes the compressive residual stress is 
beneficial, however, tensile residual stress causes early crack formation tendency in the 
material surface or delamination of the modified surface layer from the bulk. Therefore, 
it is very important to investigate the nature and distribution of residual stress induced in 
LSG process. Thermal stress can be calculated by the total strain developed in the material 
depending on process parameters, material properties and behaviours, which has been 
explained in detail in chapter five [51, 94]. 
A1.3 Finite element method 
Finite element method is a powerful numerical method handling complex geometrical 
feature to solve many engineering problems. There are many software packages such as 
ANSYS, ABAQUS, COMSOL, use FEM to formulate the physical problem and solve it. 
FEM uses simple piecewise polynomial method to find out the solution and hence, it is 
very popular to the engineers and researchers over the other numerical methods such as 
finite difference method. However, FEM gives the approximate solution and it has 
inherent numerical errors while simplifying the complex geometry. The basic concept of 
FEM is that, based on the governing equation and boundary conditions of a physical 
problem FEM produced a set of simultaneous algebraic equation expressed in Equation 
A1.3 [126]. 
 [𝐾𝐾]{𝑢𝑢} = {𝐹𝐹} (A1.3) 
In this Equation A1.3, [K] refers to the property matrix, {u} is the behaviour and {F} is 
the action. For example, in heat transfer problem [K] will be the thermal conductivity 
matrix, {u} will be the temperature for each node and {F} will be the heat source applied 
as a boundary condition. 
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A1.4 Thermomechanical coupling method 
When a system shows different physical phenomena the coupling method helps to analyse 
the interactions among them. Coupling is established when the results of one analysis is 
input for another analysis to find out the output. In heat treatments like LSG, due to 
application of thermal energy by laser heat source, thermal diffusion occurs in the 
materials, which leads to the microstructural change and residual stress development 
inside the material. Therefore, there are three different phenomena underlined in LSG 
process and to analyse the interactions among them thermal-structural coupling analysis 
is carried out. There are two ways of coupling between two or more analyses. One is the 
load transfer coupling technique, which is otherwise called uncoupled or indirect or weak 
coupling. Other is the direct or strong coupling technique. In load transfer coupling, all 
analyses are run separately one after another and the output of first analysis is applied as 
input of the second analysis and so on. Through this technique, only one directional effect 
can be accounted. On the other hand, in direct coupling multiple analyses run 
simultaneously. There are different element types used in ANSYS for thermal-structural 
coupled analysis such as Plane 13, Plane 223 (2D), Solid 5, Solid 227 (3D) and more 
[127]. In ANSYS, it is possible to formulate both weak and strong coupling using direct 
coupling element type. For mathematical formulation of those coupling technique follow 
ref. [91]. The temperature induced strain is always considered one-way effect ignoring 
the reversible effect of strain on temperature. Therefore, the weak coupling is 
recommended is case of thermal stress analysis [94](p. 39).
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A2. Mesh convergence 
A2.1 Mesh convergence study of LSG model 
The mesh convergence study has been carried out to find out the optimum size of element 
(in the laser irradiated zone) for the FEM thermal model. The study has initiated with the 
2D circular cross-section of cylinder. The quarter of the circular cross-section using 
symmetry boundary condition has been used for saving computational space and time. 
The area near the surface has been meshed with fine elements and inner area with coarse 
elements. The beam diameter is very small of about 0.2 mm and the heat flux has been 
applied on the element surface. Therefore, the largest element length on the surface has 
been taken equal or less than 0.2 mm. Then the model has been run by varying the length 
of element size for laser power 200 W and 0.15 ms residence time.  
The maximum surface temperature with no. of elements is plotted in Figure A2.1. The 
figure shows that from 500 no. of elements (around the laser irradiated area), the 
temperature becomes stable. Therefore, the mesh convergence study tells that from 5-2 
µm along the periphery and 10-5 µm along the radius, will be optimal for this study of 
LSG. It is worth-mentioning that, the author has found that with beam diameter the 
optimal length of element changes. Therefore, by changing beam diameter one needs to 
remodel the process every time. This is one of the difficulties in mesh based numerical 
models. 
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Figure A2.1 Maximum surface temperature varying with no. of elements around the 
laser irradiated area, for 200 W laser power, 0.2 mm beam diameter, and 0.15 ms 
residence time 
A2.2 Mesh convergence study of quenching and tempering model 
For every finite element analysis grid or mesh convergence study is important to find out 
the optimum number of elements number. A grid independence study was conducted to 
find out the accurate number of elements for TMT modelling with cylindrical model. 
From this study the solution became almost stable from 15400 number of elements and 
onward. Eventually the model was conducted with 48000 number of elements. The 
modelling takes 5 minutes on average to complete by Intel corei7 processor with 32GB 
random access memory and minimum 8GB storage. This model is focused on the 
quenching and tempering steps. The last pass temperature for rebar is kept in the austenitic 
zone so that after quenching the surface structure can transform into martensite. 
Therefore, the initial temperature is set for whole model as 1000- 1200 °C. Quenching 
step is modelled by setting boundary condition as forced convection in water medium for 
2 s. After that the bar is allowed to cool naturally by changing boundary condition into 
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normal convection in air. In this stage the self-tempering happens because of the high 
temperature of the core. The maximum temperature of tempering depends on the 
temperature gradient between surface and core after quenching. In Chapter 6, Figure 6.2a, 
the cylindrical rolled sample of diameter 20mm and length 20mm is created for simulation 
of TMT process in ANSYS mechanical APDL. The meshed model is also illustrated in 
Figure 6.2b for 3D FEM quenching and tempering model.
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A3. APDL code of LSG modelling 
A3.1 Geometry and mesh of half-cylindrical workpiece 
et,1,55  
et,2,70  !for 3D analysis    
!creating geometry   
PCIRC,0.005,0.0049925,0,180,   !A1   
PCIRC,0.0049850,0.0049775,0,180,  !A2    
APLOT    
LPLOT    
al,3,5,  
APLOT    
KPLOT    
a,3,6,4,5, !crreates area through keypoints  
APLOT    
FLST,2,4,3   
FITEM,2,3    
FITEM,2,6    
FITEM,2,5    
FITEM,2,4    
A,P51X   
PCIRC,0.00497,0.0049625,0,180,         
!A4   
KPLOT    
a,7,10,9,8,  
PCIRC,0.0049550,0.0049475,0,180,    
!A6  
APLOT    
a,11,14,13,12    
APLOT    
PCIRC,0.00494,0.00482,0,180, 
a,15,18,17,16    
PCIRC,0.00467,0.00452,0,180,     !A10    
a,19,22,21,20    
PCIRC,0.00422,,0,180,    
a,23,26,25,24    
SAVE 
local,11,1,0,0,0 
lsel,s,loc,x,0.005,0.0049475 
ASLL,S   
WPCSYS,-1,0  
wprota,,,90, 
*do,i,1,432  
ASBW,all 
lsel,s,loc,x,0.005,0.0049475 
ASLL,S   
wprota,,0.4167,, 
*enddo   
ALLSEL,ALL   
APLOT    
lsel,s,loc,x,0.00482,    
ASLL,S   
asel,u,,,11  
WPCSYS,-1,0  
wprota,,,90, 
*do,i,1,144  
ASBW,all 
lsel,s,loc,x,0.00482,    
ASLL,S   
asel,u,,,11  
wprota,,1.2501,, 
*enddo   
ALLSEL,ALL   
lsel,s,loc,x,0.00467,    
ASLL,S   
WPCSYS,-1,0  
wprota,,,90, 
*do,i,1,48   
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ASBW,all 
lsel,s,loc,x,0.00467,    
ASLL,S   
wprota,,3.7503,, 
*enddo   
lsel,s,loc,x,0.00422 
ASLL,S   
WPCSYS,-1,0  
wprota,,,90, 
ASBW,all 
lsel,s,loc,x,0.00422 
ASLL,S   
wprota,,90,, 
ASBW,all 
ALLSEL,ALL   
SAVE 
!meshing areas   
lsel,s,loc,x,0.005,0.00422   
lsel,u,loc,x,0.00422 
LESIZE,all, , ,1, , , , ,0   
lsel,s,loc,x,0.005,0.00494,  
lsel,u,loc,x,0.005   
lsel,u,loc,x,0.0049925   
lsel,u,loc,x,0.0049850   
lsel,u,loc,x,0.0049775   
lsel,u,loc,x,0.00497 
lsel,u,loc,x,0.0049625   
lsel,u,loc,x,0.0049550   
lsel,u,loc,x,0.0049475   
lsel,u,loc,x,0.00494,    
LESIZE,all, , ,6, , , , ,0   
lsel,s,loc,x,0.005,0.0049475 
ASLL,S   
amesh,all    
lsel,s,loc,x,0.00482,0.00467 
ASLL,S   
amesh,all    
lsel,s,loc,x,0,0.00422   
LESIZE,all, , ,16, , , , ,0   !LESIZE,all, , 
,24, , , , ,0   
asll,s   
asel,u,,,9   
mshape,0,2d  
mshkey,2 
amesh,all !make free mesh anyway  
csys,0   
/PREP7   
k,,0,0,0 
k,,0,0,-0.001    
KDELE,    4145   
KDELE,    4146   
k,,0,0,-0.001    
lstr,27,4145 
allsel,all   
LPLOT    
vdrag,all,37 
vdrag,all,,,,,,37,   
APLOT    
ALLSEL,ALL   
APLOT    
save 
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A3.2 Thermal model with surface and volumetric heat source 
/PREP7   
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,298 
MPTEMP,2,373 
MPTEMP,3,473 
MPTEMP,4,673 
MPTEMP,5,873 
MPTEMP,6,1073    
MPTEMP,7,1273    
MPTEMP,8,1473    
MPTEMP,9,1673    
MPTEMP,10,1873   
MPTEMP,11,2073   
MPTEMP,12,2273   
MPDE,DENS,1  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7650  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7650  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7600  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7580  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7550  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7200  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7150  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7100  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7000  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7000  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,6900  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,6900  
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,298 
MPTEMP,2,373 
MPTEMP,7,1273    
MPTEMP,8,1473    
MPTEMP,9,1673    
MPTEMP,10,1873   
MPTEMP,3,473 
MPTEMP,4,673 
MPTEMP,5,873 
MPTEMP,6,1073    
MPTEMP,7,1273    
MPTEMP,8,1473    
MPTEMP,9,1673    
MPTEMP,10,1873   
MPTEMP,11,2073   
MPTEMP,12,2273   
MPDE,C,1 
MPDATA,C,1,,477  
MPDATA,C,1,,453  
MPDATA,C,1,,467  
MPDATA,C,1,,502  
MPDATA,C,1,,537  
MPDATA,C,1,,572  
MPDATA,C,1,,607  
MPDATA,C,1,,642  
MPDATA,C,1,,677  
MPDATA,C,1,,708  
MPDATA,C,1,,721  
MPDATA,C,1,,721  
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,298 
MPTEMP,2,373 
MPTEMP,3,473 
MPTEMP,4,673 
MPTEMP,5,873 
MPTEMP,6,1073    
FITEM,5,44622    
FITEM,5,-44623   
NSEL,S, , ,P51X  
CM,rectangle,NODE  
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MPTEMP,11,2073   
MPTEMP,12,2273   
MPDE,KXX,1   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,29.5   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,30.3   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,33.7   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,37 
MPDATA,KXX,1,,40.5   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,43.9   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,47.3   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,50.7   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,21.98  
MPDATA,KXX,1,,24.06  
MPDATA,KXX,1,,25 
MPDATA,KXX,1,,25 
 
!creating a component by selecting nodes 
1.8e-4by 2e-4 
FLST,5,15,1,ORDE,15  
FITEM,5,23   
FITEM,5,-24  
FITEM,5,43   
FITEM,5,1972 
FITEM,5,3889 
FITEM,5,5912 
FITEM,5,-5913    
FITEM,5,5922 
FITEM,5,-5923    
FITEM,5,6172 
FITEM,5,-6173    
FITEM,5,25462    
FITEM,5,-25463   
 
 
!apply surface flux 
SF,rectangle,HFLUX,2.86e9 !2.25e9 
P=300W for rectangular surface heat 
source 
!BF,rectangle,HGEN,2.86e9 !for 
volumetric heat source 
allsel,all 
/sol   
ANTYPE,4 
!*   
TRNOPT,FULL  
LUMPM,0  
!*   
DELTIM,1e-6,0,0  
OUTRES,ERASE 
OUTRES,ALL,ALL   
AUTOTS,0 
KBC,0    
LNSRCH,1 
NEQIT,50 
TREF,298,  
TIME,0.00015 
SOLVE    
*SET,user_time,0.00015   
time,user_time+0.0004    
SFDELE,all,all   
allsel,all   
SOLVE    
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A3.3 2D thermomechanical model for Ti6Al4V alloy 
/PREP7   
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,298 
MPTEMP,2,373 
MPTEMP,3,473 
MPTEMP,4,673 
MPTEMP,5,873 
MPTEMP,6,1073    
MPTEMP,7,1273    
MPTEMP,8,1473    
MPTEMP,9,1673    
MPTEMP,10,1873   
MPTEMP,11,2073   
MPTEMP,12,2273   
MPDE,DENS,1  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7650  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7650  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7600  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7580  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7550  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7200  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7150  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7100  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7000  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,7000  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,6900  
MPDATA,DENS,1,,6900  
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,298 
MPTEMP,2,373 
MPTEMP,3,473 
MPTEMP,4,673 
MPTEMP,5,873 
MPTEMP,6,1073    
MPTEMP,8,1473    
MPTEMP,9,1673    
MPTEMP,10,1873   
MPTEMP,11,2073   
MPTEMP,12,2273   
MPDE,C,1 
MPDATA,C,1,,477  
MPDATA,C,1,,453  
MPDATA,C,1,,467  
MPDATA,C,1,,502  
MPDATA,C,1,,537  
MPDATA,C,1,,572  
MPDATA,C,1,,607  
MPDATA,C,1,,642  
MPDATA,C,1,,677  
MPDATA,C,1,,708  
MPDATA,C,1,,721  
MPDATA,C,1,,721  
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,298 
MPTEMP,2,373 
MPTEMP,3,473 
MPTEMP,4,673 
MPTEMP,5,873 
MPTEMP,6,1073    
MPTEMP,7,1273    
MPTEMP,8,1473    
MPTEMP,9,1673    
MPTEMP,10,1873   
MPTEMP,11,2073   
MPTEMP,12,2273   
MPDE,KXX,1   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,29.5   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,30.3   
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MPTEMP,7,1273    
MPDATA,KXX,1,,37 
MPDATA,KXX,1,,40.5   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,43.9   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,47.3   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,50.7   
MPDATA,KXX,1,,21.98  
MPDATA,KXX,1,,24.06  
MPDATA,KXX,1,,25 
MPDATA,KXX,1,,25 
!! 
mptemp,,,,,,,,   
mptemp,1,293  
mptemp,2,373 
mptemp,3,473 
mptemp,4,673 
mptemp,5,1173 
mptemp,6,1473 
mptemp,7,1873 
mptemp,8,2073 
mptemp,9,2773 
mpdata,hf,1,,11.13 
mpdata,hf,1,,13.64 
mpdata,hf,1,,18.3 
mpdata,hf,1,,33        !convection 
coefficient 
mpdata,hf,1,,117    
mpdata,hf,1,,212.5    
mpdata,hf,1,,409.5    
mpdata,hf,1,,743.6    
mpdata,hf,1,,1000    
!!!structural properties 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,298  
MPTEMP,2,623 
MPTEMP,3,833 
MPDATA,KXX,1,,33.7   
MPTEMP,5,1473    
MPTEMP,6,1973   
MPTEMP,7,2273    
MPDE,EX,1    
MPDE,PRXY,1  
MPDATA,EX,1,,2.06e11  !Young's 
MPDATA,EX,1,,1.92e11    
MPDATA,EX,1,,1.42e11  
MPDATA,EX,1,,0.880e11   
MPDATA,EX,1,,0.180e11   
MPDATA,EX,1,,0.150e11   
MPDATA,EX,1,,0.130e11 
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.30  !Possion's 
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.328  
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.372  
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.408 
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.445  
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.468 
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.476  
!Yield strengh and Tangent Modulus 
!isotropic hardening model 
TB,BISO,1,6,2,   
TBTEMP,298   
TBDATA,,1.20e8,7.95e10,,,,   
TBTEMP,833   
TBDATA,,0.56e8,5.19e10,,,,   
TBTEMP,1073  
TBDATA,,0.440e8,4.08e10,,,,  
TBTEMP,1673  
TBDATA,,0.085e8,0.57e10,,,,  
TBTEMP,1973  
TBDATA,,0.078e8,0.36e10,,,,  
TBTEMP,2273  
TBDATA,,0.058e8,0.22e10,,,,  
!kinematic hardening model 
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MPTEMP,4,1073    
TBTEMP,298   
TBDATA,,1.20e8,7.95e10,,,,   
TBTEMP,833   
TBDATA,,0.5e8,5.19e10,,,,    
TBTEMP,1073  
TBDATA,,0.440e8,4.08e10,,,,  
TBTEMP,1673  
TBDATA,,0.085e8,0.57e10,,,,  
TBTEMP,1973  
TBDATA,,0.078e8,0.36e10,,,,  
TBTEMP,2273  
TBDATA,,0.05878,0.22e10,,,,  
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,298 
MPTEMP,2,623 
MPTEMP,3,833 
MPTEMP,4,1273  
MPTEMP,5,1673 
MPTEMP,6,1973 
MPTEMP,7,2273 
UIMP,1,REFT,,,298 
MPDATA,CTEX,1,,10.3E-006   
!Thermal expansion coefficient 
MPDATA,CTEX,1,,12.1E-006  
MPDATA,CTEX,1,,12.7E-006   
MPDATA,CTEX,1,,13.6E-006    
MPDATA,CTEX,1,,14.2E-006   
MPDATA,CTEX,1,,14.2E-006   
MPDATA,CTEX,1,,16.4E-006  
!Setting the keyoptions for direct coupled 
ET 
/PREP7   
!plane223 
!plane stress 
KEYOPT,1,1,11    
TB,BKIN,1,6,2,0  
KEYOPT,1,3,0 
KEYOPT,1,4,0 
KEYOPT,1,9,1 
KEYOPT,1,10,0 
!plane strain 
KEYOPT,1,1,11    
KEYOPT,1,2,1 
KEYOPT,1,3,2 
KEYOPT,1,4,0 
KEYOPT,1,9,1 
KEYOPT,1,10,0   
FINISH  
/SOL 
!boundary condition at centre node 
D,26720, , , , , ,UX,UY, , , ,    
allsel,all 
!Initial condition 
FLST,2,29173,1,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-29173   
IC,P51X,TEMP,298, ,   
!apply heatsource  
local,11,2,0,0,0, 
nsel,s,loc,x,0.005,0.00499929 
nsel,r,loc,y,88.855,91.145   
CM,heatsource,NODE   
csys,0   
SF,heatsource,hflux,1.91e9     !4.77e9, 
5.73e9   
allsel,all   
ANTYPE,4 
TRNOPT,FULL  
LUMPM,0  
!NSUBST,150 
DELTIM,1e-6,0,0  
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KEYOPT,1,2,1 
OUTRES,ALL,ALL   
AUTOTS,0 
KBC,0    
LNSRCH,1 
NEQIT,50 
NLGEOM,1 !large deformation transient 
TREF,298 
TIME,0.00015 
SOLVE 
SFDELE,all,all    
*SET,user_time,0.00015   
time,user_time+0.0004    
allsel,all   
SOLVE    
FINISH  
!derivative in post26 
!NSOL,7,1,TEMP,, TEMP_7,  
!STORE,MERGE  
!DERIV,9,TEMP_7,TIME, ,rateT, , ,1,   
!NSOL,2,441,U,Y,UY441    ! Defines 
variable 2 as UY at node 441, name = 
UY441 
!DERIV,3,2,1,,VEL441     ! Variable 3 is 
derivative of variable 2 w.r.t.  
!  variable 1 (time), name = VEL441 
(velocity) 
!DERIV,4,3,1,,ACCL441    ! Variable 4 is 
derivative of variable 3 w.r.t.  
!  variable 1 (time), name = ACCL441 
(acceleration) 
/post26 
NSOL,2,1,Temp,,Temp1 
DERIV,3,2,1,,Rate1 
OUTRES,ERASE 
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